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Marty Smith

The Tercentenary celebrations of 2009 were succeeded by 2010’s celebration of
the 100th anniversary of the Johnson Society. The former Chairman, Mary Baker,
has researched the records of the Society from 1910 and publishes here a brief
history, including wartime austerities and expensive clay pipes, Birthday celebrations
and the mystery of apple pie with cream mounted ‘in the old style’. 

Last year’s March 2 lecture, printed here, was an outstanding study of the
development of reading in the 18th century by Mark Towsey of Liverpool University.
Cambridge University Library marked the Tercentenary with an exhibition on
Johnson’s only visit to Cambridge in 1765. Julia Allen, one of the organisers, has
written here about Johnson’s visit, the many people he met, and their accounts of
the few days ‘our literary Colossus’ spent with them. And Nick Train, an accountant,
has written a fascinating account of Johnson’s attitudes towards high finance.

Finally, our new President, Frank Skinner, urges us all to take our Johnson volumes
down from our bookshelves and to read him. 

I would like to thank my colleagues on the editorial team for their help in planning
and producing this issue of Transactions: Mary Baker, Fred Nicholls, Kathy Simmons
and Bob White. We are always pleased to receive suggestions from members about
how we can improve Transactions and to hear from potential contributors. Most of
all we hope you enjoy reading these articles about Samuel Johnson.

Editorial
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Introducing the President
Frank Skinner

Frank Skinner, who proudly hails from the Black Country, is widely known as a highly
successful comedian and as a radio and TV presenter. He is also a great enthusiast
of Johnson, who he discovered at university. He recalls his frequent quoting of
Johnson with a student friend as being a form of ‘Johnsonian Tourette’s’ and his
frequent visits to the house in Gough Square and to the Birthplace have only served
to heighten both his knowledge of and his admiration for Johnson. 

Frank Skinner has great creative energy. His weekly column for The Times is full of
wry and warmly expressed observations on modern life. He will assuredly bring
these talents to the fore as the President of the Society.

Peter Barrett, Chairman
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Frank Skinner

Presidential address given to the Johnson Society on 18 September 2010 in the
Guildhall, Lichfield 

Please allow me a little autobiographical prelude. My fascination with, my love for,
Samuel Johnson began in 1979 when, as an English student, I, on a whim, bought
the Penguin abridged version of Boswell’s Life of Johnson. I read it in two days,
loaned it to my fellow student and good friend, Ralph the Ripper (don’t ask) and we
spent the rest of our student days together, frequently beginning our sentences with
‘Sir!’ and quoting and misquoting Boswell’s Johnson at every opportunity. After a
month or two this became almost involuntary. On one occasion – and this is a true
story – a clearly distressed fellow student confided to us that his girlfriend had gone
away camping for the weekend with a group of people who included her ex-
boyfriend. He trusted her, he told us, unconvincingly, but the idea of them spending
so much time together was still a source of great anguish for him. Ralph the Ripper’s
eyes lit up. I feared I knew what was coming next. ‘Sir,’ he said to our troubled friend,
‘never accustom your mind to mingle virtue and vice. The woman’s a whore and
there’s an end on’t.’ An argument ensued. I recall the chap holding Ralph by the
lapels and calling him a ‘little scumbag’. I stepped in, sure that, if I didn’t, Ralph
would almost certainly come back with what I knew to be his very favourite
Johnsonian insult, ‘Sir, your mother, under the pretext of keeping a bawdy house, is
a receiver of stolen goods.’ That, I felt, could have been fatal.

I went on to do a Masters degree at Warwick University, determined to go beyond
Boswell – to read the works of Johnson and to find out if he was more than just a
colourful and entertaining conversationalist. A biography can be a helpful
introduction to a writer, but it can also be a substitute for reading his actual works.
The common obsession with writers as celebrities means that one meets people
who can quote, say, Oscar Wilde, but have never read The Picture of Dorian Gray,
The Ballad of Reading Gaol, or seen any of his plays. I’d read what Boswell said and
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what Boswell said Johnson said. Now I just wanted to read Johnson. However, I
was loath to give up the joy of what felt like my intimate relationship with Johnson.
I had integrated Boswell’s Johnson into my everyday life. Those obsessive
quotations seemed to somehow keep the text alive and relevant. I didn’t want my
life to be over here and my study of Johnson to be over there. I wanted that study
to inform and instruct my everyday existence. In a way, I wanted Johnson to be my
teacher. 

I wrote two dissertations on Johnson at Warwick: ‘The use of water imagery in
Johnson’s Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia’ and ‘Johnson’s thoughts on solitude in
The Rambler and The Idler essays’. Both now seem, to me, like academic soufflés,
with much more style than substance. I think it was A.E. Housman, who said of a
work he reviewed, that it contained much that was true and much that was new. But
that which was true was not new and that which was new was not true. However, I
was reading Johnson – and loving it. And one of my joys was The Rambler essays.

The Rambler was a bi-weekly essay, which appeared every Tuesday and Saturday,
from March 1750 to March 1752. It excited me and still does excite me that one
could go out onto the streets and obtain the latest thoughts of Samuel Johnson on
a given topic, still fresh from the printing press. I write a weekly column for The
Times and I know how it becomes part of the rhythm of one’s existence, always
there in the back of the mind – ‘what shall I write the column about this week?’ There
is a constant search for ideas and inspiration. That’s how it must have been for
Johnson. I’ve heard it said that he dashed off The Rambler essays, but anyone who
has tried writing a regular column will tell you that dashing them off is not as easy
as it sounds. We have a living record of Johnson’s thought, expressed twice a week
over a period of two years. Here was an opportunity to spend time with Johnson and
learn from him: to take the essays out of the dusty unread volumes, where they’re
often neglected, and put them back on the street, to give them life again, to rediscover
their relevance. For example, in essay number 14, Mr Rambler, as Johnson called
himself, considers the contrast between a man’s writing and his conversation. He
warns us that, having luxuriated in a writer’s polished prose, we can often be
disappointed by his less impressive conversational skills. Johnson says getting to
know the man behind the writing is like getting closer and closer to a large city.

Remotely, we see nothing but spires of temples and turrets of palaces, and imagine it
the residence of splendour, grandeur and magnificence; but, when we have passed the
gates, we find it perplexed with narrow passages, disgraced with despicable cottages,
embarrassed with obstructions, and clouded with smoke.

Anyone who’s spoken with me today, having previously only seen me on television,

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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might well recognise that sense of bitter disappointment. However, in his case, and
certainly in the long term, Johnson was, it seems to me, completely wrong about the
audience being impressed by his writing but disappointed by his conversation. The
general reader today often, like myself, begins his Johnsonian journey completely
entranced by Boswell’s Johnson – that fast-talking, frighteningly bright and abrasive
bar-room battler we’d all like to be. But then, when they go on to read Johnson’s
actual works, they often find them stuffy, impersonal and full of references to, and
quotations from, writers and thinkers who most 21st century readers have never
even heard of. The modern reader is much more interested in those despicable
cottages and obstructions that Johnson talks about. They find them human and real.
But the carefully constructed turrets and temples – the works actually written by
Johnson – often leave them cold. 

But in truth, this contrast is more complicated than that. We don’t have any
guaranteed access to Johnson’s conversation. Anecdotes told to Boswell by
Johnson’s friends and associates had probably been altered in the re-telling as
anecdotes always are. I’m not sure that troubled chap ever laid a hand on Ralph the
Ripper, but saying he had him by the lapels gives the story a bit more drama. Even
Boswell’s direct experience of Johnson reaches us through a Boswellian filter, a
polishing process that removes us even further from the raw, unrefined, real
Johnson. 

For example, we know from Boswell’s notebooks that when Johnson spoke of the
sexy actresses backstage at David Garrick’s play, he said they had excited his
genitals. When that quote appears in the Life, ‘genitals’ has changed to ‘amorous
propensities’. Where does it end? It’s quite possible that Johnson said to Boswell
one day, ‘when a man is tired of Lichfield, he is tired of life’ and Boswell thought, as
he scribbled it down, ‘Well, I like the alliteration of Lichfield and life, but surely I could
think of somewhere else beginning with L that’s, well, slightly better-known.’

So it might, in fact, be true that The Rambler essays, often written at speed and
consequently with a lot of spontaneity and intellectual improvisation, bring us closer
to Johnson – his passions, his world-view, his learning – than the colourful character
that Boswell presents to us, crafted and edited, almost like a character in a novel. I
like the idea that The Rambler comes to us direct from Johnson, with no third party
to orchestrate our response. Imagine Johnson scribbling away, while the boy waiting
to take the finished work off to the printer’s is standing, whistling impatiently, in the
hallway.

I suggest that The Rambler essays, if given due attention and employed for their
original purpose, are now, 240 years on, a delightful and practically useful guide to

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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life. They constitute, as a whole, what in modern parlance we might call a self-help
book – one that still works today. In Rambler 11, Johnson tells us straight that he is
‘a writer whose chief end is the regulation of common life, and whose precepts are
to recommend themselves by their general use’. Not my life over here and The
Rambler essays over there. It is a practical aid – a thinking person’s manual on how
to live. And I emphasise the thinking person element, because this is not a self-help
book for the faint of heart. How many modern self-help authors would include a
chapter called ‘Death-bed, the School of Wisdom’ or another called ‘The Majority are
Wicked’? Johnson takes on the big themes, but his approach is always humane
and practical. He wants his readers to be genuinely helped by the essays, that they
might learn from him and thus, as he says at the end of Rambler 175, ‘become wise
without the cost of experience’. Johnson feels that a writer can have no higher
purpose. He quotes the Angel Raphael’s advice to Adam. Adam had asked the angel
about stuff like the courses of the stars and the movements of the planets. The angel
tells him to: ‘…withdraw his mind from idle speculation and employ his faculties
upon nearer and more interesting objects.’

In other words, ‘keep it real, keep it relevant – don’t look out, look in.’ Johnson
continues:

This angelic counsel every man of letters should always have before him.
He that devotes himself to retired study naturally sinks… to forgetfulness
of social duties. He must be therefore awakened and recalled to the
general condition of mankind.

Before we consider some of the practical advice that Mr Rambler offers us, let’s
consider the charges that The Rambler essays are stuffy, impersonal and filled with
obscure references. It is true that Johnson isn’t as playful in The Rambler as we
find him in Boswell. When Johnson discusses the fascinating subject of the pleasure
we gain from others’ misfortunes, he argues that we don’t actually delight in the pain
of others but rather that, seeing their pain causes us to celebrate the fact that we’re
free from pain ourselves. As he puts it: ‘We…behold the multitudes that are groaning
under evils heavier than those which we have experienced…and instead of repining
that so much must be felt, learn to rejoice that we have not more to feel.’

We understand his point, but one has to say that it lacks the stinging honesty of the
French author who wrote of the very particular pleasure of watching a close friend
fall off the roof of a house.

However, there is much colourful writing in The Rambler. Indeed, like Boswell’s
work, it includes phrases that I have incorporated into my everyday speech. I like to

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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say, of any piece of writing that’s too long or elaborate that it ‘smells of the lamp’.
Unfortunately, I’ve also been known to use that phrase from Rambler 12 that
describes a woman who was ‘two yards round the waist’. Strangely, that same
Rambler inspired me to tell friends who ask, usually by phone, what I’m up to that
evening, that I’m just about to ‘sit down to my needle’. Unfortunately, those who
aren’t aware of my delight in that peculiar phrase, or au fait with the joys of
embroidery, have come to suspect that I am a user of class A drugs.

Indeed the learned references that seem to repel many modern readers are full of
fabulously colourful images. Like the Eastern monarch, from Rambler 17, who kept
a servant, whose only job was to announce, each morning, ‘Remember, prince, that
thou shalt die’. Or the wounded stags of Crete who cured themselves by eating
medicinal herbs. 

Another joy is Mr Rambler’s use of quotation. We’re told, by Boswell, that Johnson
spent hours, as a child, reading the books in his father’s bookshop and that his
amazing memory meant that he could quote chunks of text after only one reading.
The quotes and allusions we find in The Rambler allow us to browse through
Johnson’s bookcase and to learn, as he did, the wisdom of the past that we might
apply it to the present. Take, for example, in Rambler 38, Francis Bacon on beautiful
women. He says such women ‘are seldom of any great accomplishments because
they, for the most part, study behaviour rather than virtue.’ This quote can be very
soothing after one has been rejected by such a woman or used as an impressive
put-down whilst watching Cheryl Cole on The X-Factor. That may sound facetious
but, importantly, it takes Johnson from the bookshelf and puts him back in the world.
He tells us, quoting Bacon again, that the studious man must keep his feet in the real
world even if his head is often in the lofty heights of learning: ‘“Books,” says Bacon,
“can never teach the use of books.” The student must learn by commerce with
mankind to reduce his speculations to practice and accommodate his knowledge to
the purposes of life.’

Such quotations from great thinkers of the past are not mere decoration. In Rambler
175 Johnson explains that he uses them for very practical reasons. He places them
in their self-help context. 

We frequently fall in error and folly, not because the true principles of
action are not known, but because, for a short time, they are not
remembered. And he may therefore be justly numbered among the
benefactors of mankind who contracts the great rules of life into short
sentences that may be easily impressed on the memory and taught by
frequent recollection to recur habitually to the mind.

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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It’s an 18th century moralist version of those diet gurus who advise people, just
before they order a dessert, to recite ‘a moment on the lips, a lifetime on the hips.’ 

Mr Rambler himself qualifies as one of these ‘benefactors of mankind’ because he
supplies us with many quotations that are memorable and indeed useful in this way,
like his description of how easily we come to take things for granted: ‘The fragrance
of the jasmine bower is lost after the enjoyment of a few moments, and the Indian
wanders among his native spices without any sense of their exhalations’. Or his
frightening summary of the judgement day: ‘the final sentence and the unalterable
allotment’. 

A further problem for the modern reader is the gallery of learned men and
mythological figures Johnson refers to during the course of the essays. Sisyphus,
Periander of Corinth, Quintus Curtius, Sardanapalus, Diogenes, they all come, serve
their illustrative purpose and then go, with little or no explanation of who they are or
what they did. One assumes that the sophisticated 18th century reader was familiar
with such allusions so needed no footnotes. 

However, instead of a chore, we should see this as a delight. This is the age of
Google and Wikipedia. A few minutes of research opens up all sorts of wondrous
worlds. These references in The Rambler, at first alienating, soon become
compulsive. Each name is like the window of an intellectual advent calendar, and the
joy of opening it becomes addictive. It’s as if Johnson has given us a helpful reading
list – a bibliography of the classical world. I had no idea that Sisyphus was
condemned to push an enormous stone up a hill and then, just before he reached
the top, watch it roll all the way down again, and then repeat this process, over and
over. We’ve all had jobs like that, but how marvellous, after reading The Rambler,
to be able to moan about them with the aid of a classical allusion.

Mr Rambler tells us Periander’s views on anger, but we can go on to discover that
Periander was a tyrant who had sex with his dead wife. Or as the historian
Herodotus so fabulously puts it, ‘baked his bread in a cold oven’. Quintus Curtius,
who Johnson cites when discussing the Persian attitude to secrecy was, I discover,
a man of truly unusual vision. He’s the only person I’ve ever heard of who died of
conjunctivitis. Perhaps my favourite discovery, from following up references in The
Rambler, is Diogenes of Sinope. Mr Rambler condemns him for not buying his
round, but we discover that Diogenes lived in a barrel and recommended that we all
live like dogs, with no modesty or pretence. He was known to walk, in daylight,
holding a lamp, saying he was searching for an honest man. Upon hearing that Plato
had defined man as ‘a featherless biped’, he turned up at his academy, holding up
a plucked chicken and shouting, ‘Plato, I’ve brought you a man.’ This following of a

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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thread begun by Mr Rambler can lead to many strange places. In Rambler 14
Johnson tells us that if we could see behind the closed doors of great men, we might
be disappointed, even appalled. He tells us what happens when an officer of the
Eastern ruler, Sardanapalus, gets access to his private quarters. It’s like a Sunday
tabloid story about a wayward politician. He ‘saw him not consulting upon laws,
inquiring into grievances or modelling armies, but employed in feminine amusement,
and directing the ladies in their work.’ This in turn led me to a Byron poem about
Sardanapalus, in which the speaker stands outside the ruler’s closet and hears ‘the
lascivious tinklings of lulling instruments; the softening voices of women and of
beings less than women.’ I have The Rambler to thank for all this happy exploration.

I believe that any curious reader should always be on the lookout for a guide to life
– a scheme for improvement of the individual, a textbook one can refer to when life
gets difficult. The Rambler is not my only experience of 18th century self-help. I
once spent a period of about two or three months, trying to live by a book from that
period called The Way of the Samurai. The book advised that we should ‘make all
decisions within the space of seven breaths’ and also that, like the sparrow-hawk,
who selects one pigeon from the flock and focuses on it no matter how close and
vulnerable the others might become, we should choose an objective and let no other
vie for our attention until we have achieved our aim. In the end I found the sword
exercises impractical and the celibacy too hard to bear, but the experiment was an
interesting one and many of the lessons are still of practical use to me. 

So what are the lessons we might learn from The Rambler? Well, take Johnson’s
discussion of how we speak of the dead at their funeral. It shows not only Johnson’s
wisdom but also his great humanity:

When a friend is carried to his grave we at once find excuses for every
weakness and palliations of every fault. We recollect a thousand
endearments which before glided off our minds without impression, a
thousand favours unrepaid, a thousand duties unperformed, and wish,
vainly wish for his return, not so much that we may receive, as that we
may bestow, happiness and recompense that kindness which before we
never understood… Let us therefore make haste to do what we shall
certainly at last wish to have done. Let us return the caresses of our
friends, and endeavour by mutual endearments to heighten that
tenderness which is the balm of life. Let us be quick to repent of injuries
while repentance may not be a barren anguish… and pay early and
willingly those honours which justice will compel us to pay at last.

Mr Rambler tells us that it’s hard to judge our own actions because we love

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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ourselves so much. It is similar, he says in Rambler 28, to ‘how few faults a man in
the first raptures of love can discover in the person or conduct of his mistress’. Now,
if we recall the blindness, the insanity that strikes us when we first fall for someone,
and then seriously consider the proposition that we judge ourselves through similarly
rose-tinted spectacles, not just for a brief period of infatuation but throughout our
lives, well, it’s a scary lesson but a very enlightening one. I hope I’ll have the courage
to remove those spectacles when looking back on tonight and assessing the merits
of this presidential address. 

It is Johnson’s intention, in The Rambler, to cut through the superficial trimmings of
life and get to the core truths. This is neatly expressed when he explains that we can
only truly judge the state of our happiness when we are at home, our social masks
discarded, simply ourselves. I would say to everyone here tonight, regardless of
your social status, your role in the Johnson Society, your success at work, your
popularity in the pub – when you return home, sit quietly for a moment, and recall
this passage:

The great end of prudence is to give cheerfulness to those hours which
splendour cannot gild and acclamation cannot exhilarate. Those soft
intervals…in which a man shrinks to his natural dimensions and throws
aside the ornaments or disguises which he feels in privacy to be useless
encumbrances…To be happy at home is the ultimate result of all
ambition, the end to which every enterprise and labour tends…

Not my life over here and Johnson over there but one wrapped in the other. Mr
Rambler is always humane but not naïve. He acknowledges that ‘the depravity of
mankind is so easily discoverable that nothing but the desert or the cell can exclude
it from notice’. He asks that we learn not only from his wisdom but also from the
very existence of The Rambler itself. As he says: ‘…what are treatises of morality
but persuasives to the practice of duties for which no arguments would be necessary
but that we are continually tempted to violate or neglect them.’

The charge that The Rambler essays are impersonal – that the author seems distant
or uninvolved – sounds like a very serious condemnation to the modern reader.
Johnson remains anonymous, never discusses his personal life and rarely refers to
himself in the first person in these essays, but this is not a fault. He deliberately
wishes to de-personalise them. They are meant to provide a stencil that we can
place over our own lives. He wants to deal with the general rather than the particular,
the species rather than the individual. He says: 

As the chemists tell us that all bodies are resolvable into the same
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elements and that the boundless variety of things arises from the different
proportions of a very few ingredients, so a few pains and pleasures are all
the materials of human life.

So if The Rambler concentrates on these basics, all of us, including future
generations, may find the essays practically helpful because those basic ingredients
don’t change. In 250 years’ time people will probably still wish they’d been more
loving to friends who have died, still judge themselves as they’d judge an exciting
new lover and still risk a cold shiver when they ask themselves whether they’re truly
happy at home. In the final Rambler Johnson explains that he has deliberately ‘never
complied with contemporary curiosity, nor enabled… readers to discuss the topic of
the day’, but rather he has tried to express ‘abstracted truth’ – the kind of truth that
doesn’t have a sell-by date. If you’ll indulge me, I’d like to offer a few examples of
that truth which I personally have found especially apt. 

From Rambler 160 on comedy:

That frolic which shakes one man with laughter will convulse another with
indignation. The strain of jocularity which will in one place obtain treats
and patronage would in another be heard with indifference, and in a third
with abhorrence.

That should be on the dressing room wall of every comedy club. 

In my early days, I remember asking my agent why we didn’t just rely on a
handshake or a verbal agreement when we finalised the terms of a stand-up tour or
a TV show, rather than pay some lawyer to construct a complicated contract that I
barely understood. Mr Rambler has the answer:

It is impossible to see the long scrolls in which every contract is included,
with all their appendages of seals and attestation, without wondering at
the depravity of those beings who must be restrained from violation of
promise by such formal and public evidences, and precluded from
equivocation and subterfuge by such punctilious minuteness.

Sometimes Mr Rambler’s truth can seem too sharp:

The wit, the hero, the philosopher, whom their tempers or their fortunes
have hindered from intimate relations, die without any other effect than
adding a new topic to the conversation of the day.

The Temples and Turrets of The Rambler
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I’ve tried, tonight, to show that the turrets and temples of Johnson’s written works
can be just as impressive as his fabulous conversation presented to us by Boswell.
I’ve also tried to show that The Rambler essays offer us direct contact with Johnson
and that that contact is still relevant and genuinely instructive today. I hope my
thoughts did not smell too much of the lamp. A moralist like Johnson would never
wish his wisdom to begin and end on the page. It is intended for everyday use. In
some ways The Rambler essays are like a car manual or some other practical guide,
but the great reverence for a writer like Johnson can make us loath to see him as a
part of our commonplace lives. He is someone we wish to escape to, a
representative of a fascinating past. Some may feel I’ve trivialised his writings tonight
by recalling their part in a student brawl (twenty minutes ago it was lapels, now it’s
a brawl; let’s remember that when we read Boswell) or again by applying his wisdom
to stand-up comedy or The X-Factor, but I don’t agree. Johnson’s wisdom seems
to emanate from a healthy mix of learning and life. Johnson said that those who
devote their life to study should ‘at once believe nothing too great for their attainment
and consider nothing as too little for their regard.’ To keep Johnson in the world, in
general everyday conversation; to apply his thought to general everyday things; this
makes his writing a living entity. As he put it, in Rambler 137:

An elevated genius employed in little things appears, to use the simile of
Longinus, like the sun in his evening declination. He remits his splendour,
but retains his magnitude, and pleases more though he dazzles less.

Johnson at 300: Son et Lumière

Following interest from Society members, a souvenir DVD of the Johnson at 300:
Son et Lumière held on Friday, 18th September 2009, has been produced. The disk
features edited highlights from the main projections onto the Birthplace building,
telling the story of Johnson’s life; footage of the celebrations on Saturday, 19th
September, including the civic ceremony with wreath-laying, and performances from
Lichfield Cathedral Chamber Choir set to images of Lichfield. The DVD costs only
£5 (plus postage and packaging charges) and is available in person from the
Birthplace Bookshop, or by mail order. For orders please contact the Museum on
01543 264972, email sjmuseum@lichfield.gov.uk or write to Joanne Wilson at The
Samuel Johnson Birthplace Museum, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire
WS13 6LG for further information. 
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Mary Baker

The Johnson Society was born 100 years ago – in September 1910 – when the
interest and enthusiasm for Samuel Johnson’s link with Lichfield was being fostered
by councillors and aldermen of the Council of the City and County of Lichfield. This
article is compiled from minute books, newspaper cuttings, Johnson House
committee reports, brochures and programmes which are now kept in the Lichfield
Record Office.

During the last 20 years of the 19th century, the possibility of the Council securing
the Birthplace and transforming it into a museum dedicated to Johnson’s life was
discussed, but not acted upon, until a formal resolution in 1895. A Lancastrian
philanthropist, Mr Johnson (no relation), bought it in 1897. When he died, five years
later, the Council decided to bid for it and this decision was considerably assisted
by an anonymous donor (see ‘Alderman Gilbert’s Gift’, Transactions 2009, for the
full story). 

The museum opened in 1901, operated by the Dr Johnson House Committee,
whose Chairman, Councillor Wood, produced in 1910 a draft of suggested rules for
a Johnson Society. It was arranged that the Mayor, Councillor Benson, should call
a meeting of citizens and others interested in the works and life of Dr Johnson ‘to
further consider the matter’. 

The inaugural meeting of the Society, on the afternoon of 17 September 1910, was
a very grand affair at the Guildhall. The Lichfield Mercury of 23 September used
many column inches describing the event, which also included the unveiling of the
medallions of the King and Queen on the façade of the Guildhall. The Mayor
described how the Society had come to be formed and suggested: ‘it would be best
if the organisation of the yearly commemoration should in the main rest with those
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who were indeed Johnsonians and therefore could more readily get into touch with
fellow students of the Doctor’.  

He congratulated Mr Wood on the support coming from many distinguished scholars
in all parts of the country: ‘The Corporation would be glad at all times to give all the
help they possibly could to the organisation in connection with the annual [birthday]
celebrations.’ It was resolved that the membership fee would be five shillings
(annual) and one guinea (life). Meetings would be arranged in London along with an
excursion to a place of interest associated with Dr Johnson.

Further details of programme and constitution were left to a committee to be created
immediately. This included members of the House committee. The newly-elected
Society President, Sir Robert White-Thomson KCB, who had family ties with
Lichfield, took the chair supported by the Joint Secretaries, Mr Wood and Professor
Hugh Walker of St David’s College, Lampeter. The Town Clerk became the
Treasurer.

In 1911, during the annual Birthday celebration, the Society’s AGM was held in the
Guildhall, while the Supper was held in the George Hotel. The dishes were prepared
by Mr H.B. Cast and included beefsteak pudding with kidneys, oysters and
mushrooms; haunch of mutton; saddle of mutton with red currant jelly; apple pie
with cream mounted ‘in the old style’; and toasted cheese. All was washed down by
plentiful libations of ale, followed by punch! A memorial service in St Michael’s
Church followed the wreath-laying in the Market Square. During an afternoon
service in the Cathedral, the Johnson anthem, composed by Arthur B. Plant at the
request of the Mayor and Corporation, was sung. At that time three churches, St
Chad’s, St Mary’s and St Michael’s, took it in turns to hold the memorial service.

The first membership list comprised 78 men and women. Eight were from New
England. 

Over the next few years there were summer outings to Uttoxeter, Ashbourne and
Oxford. A play by Goldsmith, The Good Natur’d Man, was performed in 1912. In
1913 John L. Griffiths, Consul General of the USA, was President. 

In 1911 it was agreed that members would have free entrance to the museum in
return for the payment of one guinea by the Society per annum to the City Council.
During that year the Society was invited by the Lord Mayor of London to meet in the
Mansion House.

There were no meetings during 1916 and 1917, and during the First World War no
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appointments were made, but Johnson’s Birthday was observed by an informal
gathering of Johnsonians in the Three Crowns. After the war, at the AGM in 1919,
Mr Silvester Sparrow suggested that the Society should approach the Dean and
Chapter of Westminster Abbey with an offer to provide a new gravestone with brass
lettering. He had noticed that the letters on the existing stone were almost
obliterated, while Garrick’s stone, with brass inlaid letters, was quite fresh. He also
suggested that the Society obtain permission to lay a wreath on the grave on the
anniversaries of Johnson’s birth and death.

William A. Wood was still a Joint Secretary in 1933. A year later Lord Charnwood of
Stowe House, a councillor and former Mayor, was President. After the First World
War there were few activities. At a meeting on 3 June 1935, it was reported that no
minutes had been recorded since 1913!

In February 1939 a joint meeting of the Society and House Committee made some
important changes to the annual celebrations. The afternoon address would be
discontinued; the President would speak during the Supper, the AGM would be held
during an evening in February and, a real step forward, ladies were to be invited to
the Supper. Attached to the record is a sad letter from Lord Charnwood dictated to
his wife, approving the changes and explaining that illness prevented him from
continuing to play an active part in the Society, saying, ‘The end of this chapter of
my life in Lichfield cannot but be sad to me.’ He had chosen the President each
year and entertained him at Stowe House, but from then on the secretary had the
annual job of finding a President.

The AGM for 1940 was set for 26 January but, for obvious reasons, was never held.
In January 1945 the Society’s position was dire, with four shillings and one penny
balance. The subscription was set at 7/6d (annual) and three guineas (life). The first
Supper since the start of the war had an ‘austerity menu’ and clay pipes left over
from the cancelled 1939 event were distributed. 

In 1947 and 1948 efforts were being made to increase membership and activities.
Dr J.E. Hurst became Chairman and remained so for 12 years. By 1950 it seems
that City councillors were no longer automatically occupying leading roles as
previously. The Mayor and Sheriff were ex-officio Johnson Council members (as
they are today).

During 1960 a seat was placed near the Johnson Willow by Stowe Pool, in memory
of Dr Hurst, Chairman from 1947 to 1959, the gift of his widow. Tickets for the Supper
were 16 shillings for members and one guinea for others.

A Stroll Down Memory Lane
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The following year the Secretary, J.R. Lindley, was appointed Curator of the
Birthplace. During the year, when it was reported that Edial Hall was empty and
falling into disrepair, it was agreed ‘that enquiries be made and if necessary some
action be taken’. The City Council had already agreed to spend a ‘substantial
amount’ on the Birthplace and the caretaker’s cottage. Gilbert Wilkes, from a firm of
brass founders in Bloxwich, was thanked for a gift of 36 candlesticks, which were
presumably lit for the first time in 1962.

During the 1964 summer pilgrimage to Uttoxeter, the group enjoyed tea at the
Queen’s Arms, Hanging Bridge, Mayfield, as guests of Mr and Mrs Sadler of
Ashbourne. He was one of the few remaining founder members. The gathering, 190
years to the day since Johnson and the Thrales went from Lichfield to Ashbourne,
went on to Okeover Park and dinner was at Peverel of the Peak. The party returned
via Cubley, passing the cottage where Michael Johnson was born and for which Mr
Sadler offered to obtain a memorial tablet (which remains there today).

By 1965 there were 351 members and the Friends of the Johnson Birthplace was
set up to appeal for funds. Five years later there were 400 members (with 38
university and library subscribers). Again the annual outing was to Ashbourne,  but
this time they went to the spot where the rivers Manifold and Hamps emerge from
their underground course to join the Dove. Mr McKnight gave an interesting account
of Johnson and Boswell’s visit to the scene. Johnson did not believe that the two
rivers changed their course underground, with an accompanying flow above the
ground when there is sufficient water, even when he was confronted with the
gardener’s evidence that it had been proved by his practical experiments with
coloured corks.

In 1971 it was suggested that the clay pipes, costing over £67 a year, should be
sold only to those who wanted them, but this was rejected. The Birthplace re-opened
after reconstruction and re-organisation in time for the Birthday celebrations,
although the Supper must have been a bit of a disaster – service was 30 minutes
late and the beer pump failed!

Membership grew to 502 in 1972 (including 54 institutions). Over 10 years there
had been a 60% rise, with 60% of members living within 40 miles of Lichfield. The
Chairman, Mr W. Richards, resigned, having been on the Council for 24 years,
serving as Auditor, General Secretary and then Chairman for 12 years. He was
succeeded by Mr M.M. Hallett and the post of Assistant Secretary was taken by Mr
R.W. White (Bob White) who soon became the General Secretary. The Birthplace
Appeal, including a government grant, stood at £12,000. Mr K.K. Yung was Curator
of the Birthplace.
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The Council learned in October 1973 that Dr Nicholls had been appointed Curator
of the Birthplace Museum. At the time subscriptions were £1.25 (joint) and 75p
(single), but $5 and $6 for US members!

In 1974 Mr R.H. Sadler, a member for 63 years, was made an honorary life member.
Women were permitted to serve on the Council for the first time. A policy sub-
committee suggested: 

an attraction for visitors during the Saturday afternoon of the Birthday
Weekend; stricter timetabling of the evening programme; a Johnson Prize
for undergraduate essay writers; subs to increase to £1-25 and £2;
lectures and cultural evenings; a publicity officer – a job for the literary
secretary; a visit to the USA in ’76 for the bi-centenary of the Declaration
of Independence; a plaque listing Presidents (in the Birthplace); a twice
yearly newsletter for members.

The Birthplace became the Society’s official address. Tickets for the Supper were
£3.50 and £3.75, with no guests! Over the years it seems that some members were
unable to get tickets. In 1973 Mr P. Martin became the Society’s Auditor, and so he
remains in 2010.

In 1976 the Charter Trustees (forerunners of today’s City Council) remained in
charge of the Birthday Weekend arrangements. The Mayor was to preside at the
Supper and to propose the Loyal Toast. It was felt that no amplification equipment
for the speakers was required. However, a following Council meeting records
criticisms: ‘sherry – poor quality; meal – often cold; cream – usually single; beer
jugs – in short supply and punch – very disappointing’. Mr Austin’s recipe for ‘Bishop’
was offered for the following year, and is still the recipe used today.

Bob White was elected Chairman in 1980 and Mary Salloway became Secretary
and Supper Secretary. Mr Sadler, a founder member, had died earlier that year. In
July the Council heard a report of that summer’s pilgrimage – part of the Johnson
Trail from Market Bosworth to Easton Maudit, Packwood, and Hagley, a total of 339
miles. A request from the President to have his badge during the year was refused
after it was discovered that the insurance value was £500. However, it was decided
that past President badges would be ordered for use in future. The Supper tickets
had risen to £9 and £9.50 and the City Council were to be asked to provide ashtrays.  

In 1981 Mr Van Der Poel, a friend of the President, Professor Herman W. Liebert,
donated a chair reputed to be from Edial Hall on condition that annually, on 2 March,
Johnsonians would gather around it and drink a toast. Dr Nicholls, the Curator and Editor
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of Transactions, welcomed the increased references to Johnson on radio and TV.
Appreciation of all the hard work done by the Chairman, General Secretary and
Literary Secretary for the bi-centenary in 1984 was warmly recorded at the 1985
AGM. The Birthplace gained charity status through the City Council. 

The Birthday Sunday morning service in the Cathedral first occurred in 1989,
arranged by Canon Tony Barnard. In his last report as Literary Secretary, Graham
Nicholls looked forward to pictures being printed in Transactions as a result of the
‘new technology’. He was succeeded by Mr J. Austin. As Curator, Dr Nicholls
described the refurbishment of the Birthplace Museum and the forthcoming tenancy
of the proposed bookshop.

In 1990 the Sunday morning sermon was preached by the in-coming President,
Enoch Powell, former MP. 

John Wilson was elected Chairman in 1991. In the following year, with Mrs Willard
as Secretary, the minutes were typewritten for the first time. She was followed by
Mrs Norma Hooper, who continued in the role until 2009.

Charity status was achieved in January 2000 when Bill Dunsmore was Chairman.
At that year’s AGM Graham Nicholls presented his last report after 27 years at the
Museum. Miss Annette French, his successor as Museums and Heritage Officer,
was formally welcomed to the Council’s next meeting. Philip Rule became Chairman
in 2002, and the programmes of winter lectures on various topics began. These
have developed into a popular Sunday afternoon activity.

For the first time in its history the Society elected a woman as Chairman in 2004.
Annette French reminded us that 2009 would be Johnson’s 300th birthday. By the
following January the Tercentenary co-ordinating committee of Lichfield and London
had been formed. Over the following five years, it met regularly, and a web page was
created to publicise the planned programme.

The 250th anniversary of the first publication of Dr Johnson’s Dictionary was marked
in 2005, when the President was the lexicographer, David Crystal. At the 2006 AGM
Anne Wilson retired as literary secretary. Since then, an editorial team has produced
Transactions.

In 2006 Annette French was replaced at the Birthplace by Graeme Clarke. Joanne
Wilson became Museums and Heritage Officer in 2008 when the Tercentenary
preparations were under way. The Market Square, including the Birthplace and the
statues, underwent major refurbishment, but the Society’s plans for a memorial blue
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plaque on the Birthplace came to nothing.  However, in 2009, there was more
success for the campaign for a commemorative postage stamp. 

The Tercentenary weekend celebrations were enormously successful. The Annual
Supper was very special occasion and there were many visitors from all parts of
the world.

(The choice of what to include in this brief history has been mine; I accept
responsibility for what is, unavoidably, an idiosyncratic choice. Recent history has
been left to future historians! Anyone wanting to delve deeper is welcome to visit the
Record Office in Lichfield Public Library where the majority of our records are now
kept. MB) 

Chairman’s Remarks
Peter Barrett

This year’s Birthday celebrations attracted record crowds and much media attention.
Our particular thanks go to our new President, Frank Skinner. The interest he
created will help bring Samuel Johnson to the notice of a wider public. Peter
Walker’s wonderful sculpture The Spirit of Poetry, created with local school students,
and unveiled during that weekend, was inspired by the methods Johnson used in the
creation of his Dictionary. Intimate Theatre performed A Tempest in a Teapot on the
Market Square.

The Society also celebrated its Centenary in great style, with an open-air party.

There are a number of people who work very hard for the Society. They include our
Secretary, Minutes Secretary, Treasurer, Supper Secretary and his team, and all
the officers of the Johnson Society Council. The Transactions have been prepared
by a group led by Marty Smith. I would like to express the thanks of all members for
those who do so much to make the Johnson Society such a success.

A Stroll Down Memory Lane
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Dr Mark Towsey

This paper was the Annual Johnson Lecture, presented to the Johnson Society of
Lichfield on 2 March 2010 to commemorate the journey of David Garrick and
Samuel Johnson to London.

In his Lives of the English Poets, Samuel Johnson devotes considerable attention
to a political pamphlet published by Jonathan Swift in 1711 that attacked the
government for its inability to end the prolonged war with France: 

The power of a political treatise depends much upon the disposition of the
people; the nation was then combustible, and a spark set it on fire. It is
boasted, that between November and January eleven thousand were
sold; a great number at that time, when we were not yet a nation of
readers…It furnished arguments for conversation, speeches for debate,
and materials for parliamentary resolutions. Yet, surely, whoever surveys
this wonder-working pamphlet with cool perusal, will confess that its
efficacy was supplied by the passions of its readers; that it operates by
the mere weight of facts, with very little assistance from the hand that
produced them (Johnson, 1781, vol. 3, pp.401-2).

Johnson takes the pamphlet as an opportunity to reflect on the act and nature of
reading, especially as it had developed in the generation that separated him from
Swift. Johnson anticipates modern literary theory by insisting that the meaning of the
written word lies very much in the eye of its beholder; books, Johnson contends,
have little cultural or political value without the mediation of their readers.

At the same time, Johnson infers that something important had changed in British
literary culture between the start of the 18th century, when Swift was in his prime,
and his own time – namely, that Britain had emerged as ‘a nation of readers’.
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Echoed by other well-informed contemporary observers, and increasingly endorsed
by the scholarly community today, this claim will be the focus of this article. What did
Johnson mean by his boast that Britain had somehow become ‘a nation of readers’
over the course of the 18th century? Who were the readers, and what did they read?
Most importantly, perhaps, what implications did this new ‘nation of readers’ have
for British culture, politics and society?

Literacy and the Explosion of Print 

Answers to these kinds of historical questions traditionally begin with literacy – for
the ability to decode marks on a page is a basic qualification for anyone claiming to
be a member of the reading nation. There is little doubt that literacy rates increased
during the early modern period. Amongst men, the literacy rate rose in Britain from
10% of the population in 1500, to around 45% in 1714 and 60% in the 1750s.
Female literacy was originally much lower, with only around 1% of women
considered literate in 1500, although this gender gap was beginning to narrow by the
18th century – with 25% of all women considered literate in 1714 and 40% in 1750.
Literacy tended to be higher amongst urban populations, with London soaring far
beyond the rest of the country as one of the most literate cities in the world, while
literacy was also contingent on social status, with almost universal literacy prevailing
amongst the higher echelons of society by Johnson’s time. 

Although literacy rates would therefore seem to endorse Johnson’s belief that ‘a
reading nation’ was steadily emerging in the 18th century, these neat statistics mask
a range of problems. Most importantly, the measure by which historical literacy tends
to be judged is notoriously unreliable – and remains a matter of fierce debate
amongst historians and social scientists alike. These figures derive from the long-
standing method of measuring historical literacy by the capacity to sign one’s name
in marriage registers and other official documents – yet people learned to read
before they learned to write until well into the 19th century. The three Rs so
universally revered in our own time as the building blocks of an elementary
education were by no means as integrated in the early modern period, and there
was no formal link between them in educational provision at most levels of society.
We might therefore suspect that a higher proportion of the humbler members of
rural society could read but not write, and that more women could read than could
sign their names, but modern scholarship has yet to design a more accurate way of
measuring functional literacy – and especially, measuring the ability to read.

Nevertheless, we can assume that more people were able to read in the 18th
century than ever before – with the Reformation a particularly important factor in
driving up literacy across Europe, as an increasingly disparate number of churches
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put direct access to the written word at the heart of their campaign to save souls. At
the same time, Johnson alludes to another measure of the reading nation that is
even more pertinent to our story, with the number of copies of Swift’s pamphlet that
were sold being the basic measure of his impact on a wider reading public. A number
of legal developments ensured that more books were produced at this time in
cheaper formats than ever before in British history – meaning that books went from
being luxury items barely ever encountered beyond the circles of privilege and
wealth, to being an essential component of everyday life. In the first place, royal
censorship effectively came to an end in 1695 when Parliament refused to renew the
Licensing of the Press Act, which had imposed punitive restrictions on unlicensed
printing presses and publishing. This resulted in 18th century Britain enjoying a
much more liberal and extensive freedom of the press than had existed anywhere
else in the world since the invention of printing in the 15th century, opening up a
very rapid increase in the number of newspapers and political pamphlets published
each year. Swift’s Conduct of the Allies was an obvious beneficiary of the ruling as
precisely the kind of subversive political tract that would have been quashed before
state censorship lapsed in 1695. 

Much later on, a legal decision of 1774 marked the final chapter in a series of
protracted lawsuits which contested publishers’ right to reprint copies of old works
that had gone out of print without the consent of authors. The decision to repeal
perpetual copyright opened the market to a flood of new versions of older texts
which could now be re-published without any copyright costs whatsoever –
saturating the market with relatively cheap and affordable literature, including old
canonical staples like Swift’s own Gulliver’s Travels, Milton’s Paradise Lost and
Shakespeare’s plays. The impact of these twin legislative changes – the lapsing of
censorship regulations and the abolition of perpetual copyright – can be very readily
illustrated statistically, with the number of titles published in Britain rising from 400
in the first decade of the 16th century; to 6,000 in the 1630s; to 21,000 in the 1710s;
and 56,000 in the 1790s.

At the same time, a number of innovations pioneered in the book trade extended the
reach of print still further, driving down the cost of print and broadening out the
reading public to a much larger proportion of the population. For instance, the
practice of remaindering was invented in the 18th century by James Lackington,
one of the most interesting and entertaining figures in the history of British
bookselling. As a young man making his way in the London trade, Lackington
noticed that publishers left with large stocks of unsold titles refused to lower their
asking price, preferring instead to destroy the unsold stock that remained. By buying
up the remainders and marking them down, Lackington found he was able to open
up a new and lucrative market based on low profit margins but exceptionally high
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volume – hence his claim to be selling 100,000 volumes annually within a few years
of establishing himself. His premises on the southeast corner of Finsbury Square –
nicknamed the ‘Temple of the Muses’ – became one of the wonders of 18th century
London, attracting custom from far and wide. 

Newspapers flooded the market, as did other periodicals in a range of prices and
formats, appearing at different intervals – but all determined to cash in on the model
provided by another notable Lichfield resident, Joseph Addison, whose famous
Spectator magazine first appeared in 1710, pioneering a new genre in satirical social
commentary and remaining in print until well into the 19th century. At the same time,
cheap literature was produced in unprecedented quantities – cheaply produced jest-
books, bawdy accounts of notorious trials and executions, collections of ballads and
songs vied with the ephemeral chapbooks for the attention of the popular reader.
The Cheap Repository Tract Society distributed two million copies of moral tales
and ballads annually by the end of the century, aimed at elements of the market –
like servants and labourers – who boasted modest reading skills but lacked the
leisure time and disposable income to invest heavily in new literature. 

For James Lackington as much as for Samuel Johnson, this unprecedented upturn
in the publication and sale of books accounted for the dramatic shift in the extent of
the reading nation: 

I cannot help observing that the sale of books in general has increased
prodigiously. The poorer sort of farmers, and even the poor country
people in general who before that period spent their winter evenings in
relating stories of witches, ghosts and hobgoblins now shorten the winter
nights by hearing their sons and daughters read tales and romances. On
entering their houses you may see Tom Jones, Roderick Random and
other entertaining books, stuck up on their bacon-racks. If John goes to
town with a load of hay, he is charged to be sure not to forget to bring
home Peregrine Pickle’s Adventures, and when Dolly is sent to market to
sell her eggs, she is commissioned to purchase The History of Joseph
Andrews. In short, all ranks and degrees now READ (Lackington, 1791,
pp.254-5)

Widening Access: Libraries, Coffee Houses and Cathedrals

In spite of the booksellers’ unshakeable faith in the market, however, it was not
necessary to purchase books to have access to them in 18th century Britain – for
this was as much a great age of book borrowing as it was one of book production.
Benevolent book owners frequently made it their habit to loan their books out to
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friends, neighbours, relatives and those less fortunate in the wider local community.
The celebrated Highland Lady, Elizabeth Grant of Rothiemurchus, recalled that her
father’s ‘books were a blessing, far and near’, since he ‘thought a library kept for self
was only the talent hid in a napkin, and that any loss or damage, rarely occurring,
was to be balanced against the amount of good distributed’ (Grant, 1998, vol. 1,
pp.303-4). The willingness of book owners to allow their books to circulate in this
way was encouraged by the changing status of the library room itself in Georgian
households. Libraries evolved into drawing rooms and entertaining spaces, with
hearths to read by, steps to climb up, sofas to lounge in, desks to sit at, spaces in
which to pause and discuss, art and sculpture to admire, and even on at least one
occasion a discreet corner for un-chaperoned flirtation – the last feature built into the
library at Abbotsford on the request of its owner, Sir Walter Scott. The foremost
architect of the age, Robert Adam, insisted that all country houses ought:

…to have another room upon the principal floor which I call a loitering
room and it ought to be a library and large. There people spend their time
with pleasure...There they may take up one book and then another and
read a page of each (Macaulay, 1987, p.170). 

The evolution of the private library into a public reception room at the heart of the
sociable life of the family signalled important messages about the use of books in
the 18th century. Such libraries were set up as temples to literary devotion – a
family’s books became testament to their commitment to polite knowledge and a
monument to the self-improving principles of the Enlightenment, with finely-hewn
busts of the giants of classical and contemporary literature gazing down from on
high.

A voluntary movement emerged in the second half of the century that formalised
the interpersonal lending that flourished in private households, with like-minded
individuals in cities and towns across the country clubbing together to fund the
acquisition of books collectively which many of them could not afford separately.
Thus the 18th century witnessed for the first time the rapid distribution of public
libraries, founded and maintained by members who paid a subscription for the
privilege. Although intensely pragmatic on one level, such libraries also had symbolic
significance, eloquently expressing the civic pride of rapidly expanding communities
across Britain. Typical of its breed, the Carlisle subscription library promised an
ambitious and wide-ranging renaissance in provincial culture:

The advantages of Literature to the population of a large and opulent city
are obvious to every one capable of appreciating them. An advancement
in morals, manners, and taste, is a never-failing attendant upon a habit of
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reading and reflection: the rapid extension of the CARLISLE LIBRARY,
therefore, may be placed in the list of the many judicious and salutary
improvements which…have been carried into effect in Carlisle, much to
the comfort and convenience of its inhabitants (Allan, 2008, p.62).

Although such sentiments may point to the democratisation of knowledge, such
libraries were actually the preserve of the great and the good of urban society. The
membership of the Lichfield Permanent Library – founded in 1808 – included no
less than 19 clergymen, two prominent physicians, a lieutenant-general and a
baronet, not to mention many more country squires, lawyers and affluent merchants.
Book selection tended to lie in the hands of members, sometimes superintended by
a management committee drawn from the higher echelons of local polite society.
Thus at Lichfield, it was decreed that, ‘Any subscriber may propose what book he
pleases by entering its title and price in a register, which shall always be kept for that
purpose in the Library; but the choice of books shall be vested in the committee’
(Allan, 2008, p.85). Such regulations ensured that subscription libraries built up
reassuringly respectable and prestigious collections, eschewing romantic novels,
controversial pamphlets, bawdy song-books and other ephemeral products of the
populist press in favour of weighty tomes of history, travel literature, literary criticism,
theology, natural history, moral philosophy and legal theory – reflecting the interests,
preoccupations and cultural identity of the professional and trading classes. 

Book clubs, by their very nature more intimate, informal and convivial than the formal
subscription libraries, also became popular – often founded by groups of less than
a dozen men, banded together to acquire a continuously evolving collection of books
that they otherwise would not have been able to afford on their own. With more
limited funds than the larger subscription libraries, book clubs tended to invest in
fewer volumes at a time. These volumes were passed between each of the
members in turn before being sold off at the end of each year, the money being
reinvested in a fresh stock of books – chosen, as ever, by the members themselves.
Informal book clubs also allowed readers to discuss books and literature in a
convivial environment, even if some, like the gentleman composer and sometime
solicitor John Marsh, suspected that food and drink came above books in members’
tastes: 

At the BOOK SOCIETY I met the bishop and six other members of the
society, who were magnificently entertained with all the delicacies that
could be procured, washed down with Scotch Ale, Champagne and
claret, with pine-apple and an excellent dessert – so much had we
diverged from the plan of our original meetings, at which the provision of
intellectual food seemed more thought of than the delicacies of the table
(Marsh, 1 October 1828).
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Although Marsh’s book club clearly operated at a rather elevated level, with well-to-
do surgeons, lawyers and retired military officers rubbing shoulders with the Bishop
of Chichester, this kind of associational reading could broaden access to books to
less affluent members of society. Members of the Sheffield Book Club, for instance,
included a brewer, a manufacturer of forks and spades, a tailor, an apothecary and
a Methodist minister. Indeed, Robert Burns, the lowly Scots ploughman who later
took the literary – and the cultural – world by storm, was to become one of the most
celebrated exponents of clubbable reading, having exploited a small book club in
rural Ayrshire for his own entry into the world of reading.

But in Ayrshire, as in every other county in the country, libraries also emerged on the
commercial model, maintained and operated by booksellers for profit. One such
bookseller, James Meuros, who ran a successful and longstanding bookselling
business and circulating library in the small market town of Ayr, explained that these
libraries provided books to people who otherwise would not have been able to afford
them, testifying that ‘there are many persons in every county, whose taste and
inclination for reading greatly exceeds their ability to gratify their taste, by purchasing
the numerous productions they would choose to read’ (Towsey, 2010, p.107). The
commercial circulating library attracted custom from an extremely wide cross-section
of contemporary society, with one library in Bath listing as patrons His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales and the obscure domestic servant John Jones.
Commercial libraries also took advantage of the increasingly itinerant lives led by
many in the 18th century, serving the soldiers and sailors stationed far from home
for many weeks at a time; the hordes of genteel tourists who flocked to the
Highlands of Scotland, the coastal resorts or spa towns; or the ranks of lawyers who
converged on inns of court in London. Indeed, the loan of books to short-term
visitors to the capital evidently became an important part of the tourist industry. One
guidebook published in 1802, the Picture of London, provided an 11-page pull out
supplement listing London’s circulating libraries.

It is usually thought that such commercial ventures specialised in the provision of the
kind of light literature – novels, romances, poetry and tales – that the more
monumental subscription libraries tended to avoid, and it is true that some smaller
circulating libraries did indeed concentrate overwhelmingly on recent fiction. For
instance, the Stafford bookseller, John Rogers, purported to stock 2,000 books in all
aspects of literature, but upon closer inspection his catalogue actually offered fewer
than 350 titles, almost all of them fashionable novels. More generally, however, it is
clear that circulating libraries offered a much broader selection – if for no other
reason than to remain commercially viable, and to attract the widest possible
clientele. Richard Fisher, who ran a circulating library on the High-Bridge in
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Newcastle upon Tyne, was typical in promising:

History, Biography, Divinity, Philosophy, Husbandry, Aerostation,
Chemistry; and a choice Collection of Voyages and Travels, Novels and
Romances, Poems and Plays in the English and French Languages –
With a great Variety of Pamphlets on the most interesting subjects (Allan,
2008, p.133).

Fisher thereby reached out to a vast array of potential readers, from the genteel
amateur scientist and dilettante with the wealth and leisure time to indulge a passion
for chemical experiments and ballooning adventures, to the earnest student of
history and biography, the rational farmer desperate to improve the tillage and crop
rotation on his land, the amateur dramatics enthusiast and the studious provincial
clergyman. 

Although the age of Johnson thus witnessed the rise of the public library, propelled
on the one hand by associational readers intent on their own voluntary self-
improvement and on the other by enterprising booksellers ever in search of a quick
buck, 18th century readers also had other means of acquiring books. Coffee houses,
taverns and inns almost always carried newspapers, magazines and pamphlets,
encouraging patrons to read print – and to talk about what they read – over their ale,
claret, gin, coffee or tea. At the other end of the scale, religious institutions remained
an important source of books to local communities. At Lichfield, for instance, the
large library still housed at the Cathedral to this day was evidently made available
to a wide population of lay readers. Johnson himself borrowed books from the
library, as did Peter Garrick – wine merchant and brother of the actor – and Erasmus
Darwin. Indeed, cathedral libraries across the country served some of the most
exceptional readers of the age, including John Keats, who borrowed books from
Winchester Cathedral, Samuel Coleridge, who made use of the cathedral libraries
at both Carlisle and Durham, and Laurence Sterne – for whom the York Minster
library provided an indispensable supply of books. Those of a different spiritual
persuasion could make use of the libraries that were established by many dissenting
and Methodist congregations up and down the country, while the established
Presbyterian Church had funded devotional libraries in every parish in Scotland in
the first decade of the century. 

A Reading Revolution

The quantitative transformation of the world of books – and the wider availability of
books – brought with it a seismic shift in the qualitative experience of reading. In the
16th and 17th centuries, when few titles were produced in small and expensive
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formats, books were read repeatedly and with reverence. Readers read intensively,
mainly for the purposes of devotion, instruction and edification. As the 18th century
progressed, new kinds of readers entered the market. They had access to
thousands of new titles, produced in large numbers and cheaper editions, and
readily available in all manner of local libraries. A fundamental shift occurred, with
readers now beginning to read extensively and more casually, often reading books
once and then discarding them, and reading – for the first time – purely for
entertainment. Even those who were unable to read for themselves lived to an
unprecedented degree in a culture of print. Reading aloud was universally
encouraged (by the fireside, in the coffee house, at the workplace and on
countryside excursions), allowing non-readers to share fully in the fruits of literature
– and bringing families and friends together in bonds of shared tastes and interests.
Reading aloud became a highly prized accomplishment, an attribute of the cultivated
and genteel person – so that Henry Austen wrote of his famous sister Jane that ‘she
read aloud with very great taste and effect. Her own works were never heard to
such advantage as from her own mouth’ (Brewer, 1997, p.188).

The reach of print in the Age of Johnson, then, was nothing short of revolutionary,
and readers coped in different ways with the sheer amount of reading opportunities
available to them. Johnson himself straddled the old world of intensive reading and
the new, revolutionary world of extensive reading. At times he dissected books with
ruthless precision, skipping and skimming his way through them in his search for
useful material. He often began a book in the middle, was quite happy not finishing
what he had begun, and habitually broke all the rules of literary taste by judging
books by their covers rather than their contents. Nonetheless, he could also be an
extremely intensive reader, devouring books with a physical intensity marvellously
expressed in the famous portrait of 1775 by Joshua Reynolds. Indeed, recent
research has suggested that Johnson’s intensive reading was a way to relieve the
pains of solitude and disease. Intense concentration is thought to have relieved his
obsessive compulsive behaviour, and the degree of mental absorption in his reading
– so evident in the posture portrayed – was noted by close friends such as Hester
Thrale, who wrote:

…he had sometimes fits of reading very violent; and when he was in
earnest about getting through some particular pages…he would be quite
lost in company, and withdraw all his attention to what he was reading,
without the smallest knowledge or care about the noise made round him
(DeMaria, 2009, p.181).

It was not just the literary heavyweights who could take advantage of this reading
revolution. Indeed, part of Johnson’s point in calling his own time a ‘nation of
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readers’ was that the act and influence of reading penetrated far deeper into
contemporary society that it had ever done before. Take the example of the indigent
lawyer, John Marsh, who we have already met as a jovial octogenarian enjoying the
culinary hospitality of a book club in Chichester. Marsh maintained a detailed diary
from the age of eight until the very last month of his life. Stretching to 37 volumes,
the diary exhibits repeatedly Marsh’s obsession with reading. Owning a modest
personal library of his own, he frequently augmented his collection at auctions of
second-hand books, and was more than happy to lend books to friends and
relatives. He in turn borrowed books from others, and as well as helping to found the
book club in Chichester, he also frequented commercial circulating libraries
wherever he happened to be visiting on business or pleasure – at Cheltenham,
Portsmouth, Exeter, Canterbury and London. Books were constant companions:
they accompanied him on coach journeys, distracted him from feelings of
homesickness on business trips and comforted him when his children were
dangerously ill. On one memorable occasion, he retreated into a barn to read when
rain interrupted a local game of cricket. He regularly read to friends and relatives –
in raucous company and in domestic bliss. He read to his wife when she was
seriously ill, and tried to revive his father on his deathbed by reading him extracts
from newspapers. Marsh inhabited the books he read, committing to them
emotionally and sensually, and reading his own life experiences in their pages, as
on this occasion when his empathy for the fictional characters so memorably penned
by Henry Fielding (and read to him by his wife) confirmed his recovery from a
dangerous fever:

When she read to me part of Fielding’s inimitable Tom Jones, I could not
help envying Partridge & thinking him by much the wisest of the 2 for
enjoying himself with a cold round of Beef & Ale, in every kitchen he
came to, whilst his master was intent upon nothing but pursuing the steps
of the fair fugitive, after the discovery of her Pocket Book in the Road
(Marsh, 3 November 1781). 

As Mrs Marsh’s role in this episode demonstrates, it was not just men who benefited
from the reading revolution. Women had unprecedented access to the printed word,
and made full use of the opportunities offered up by the reading revolution. A
member of a landowning family in rural Nairnshire, Elizabeth Rose read literally
thousands of books in a lifetime dedicated to reading. Books formed the central part
of her friendship with other genteel ladies in her neighbourhood, and were a constant
subject of discussion, disputation and gossip in her voluminous correspondence.
Moreover, like many of her peers – including Samuel Johnson himself – she
imposed enforced intensity on her extensive reading habits by maintaining
meticulous records of her reading, recording lists of books read in daily journals,
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and filling out innumerable commonplace books. These notebooks served as a
storehouse for the most significant passages she copied down from her favourite
authors; her own personal encyclopaedia for imposing order on her own reading
and, by doing so, making sense of the world around her. Widowed during her
pregnancy, and having inherited her family’s estates after a devastating series of
family tragedies, she thought that the key to her family’s future security lay in the
appropriate moral education of her fatherless son – and this education, as so
poignantly outlined in a poem she composed in 1788, lay in the power of reading to
‘fill my mind with truth’:

Now, welcome moral bliss and joy!
Science and books my hours employ,
And fill my mind with truth.

Midst such enjoyments need I mourn
That earlier days will not return,
Nor life have second youth!

To soothe a dying parent’s age,
An infant son to truth engage,
His sinking fortunes to prop –

These are my earthly foils. If blest
By Providence, secure I’ll rest
Till to the grave I drop (Towsey, 2007, p.75).

In an age when formal schooling was patchy at best, especially for girls, there is no
doubt that one of the most important ramifications of the reading revolution was the
enhanced ability of provincial mothers to influence their children’s education
informally through reading in the household. But reading also penetrated all levels
of society in this period, helping the less fortunate overcome the profound blocks on
social mobility that still persisted in the 18th century. Thus Christopher Thompson,
a one-time apprentice shipwright and bricklayer from Hull, exhorted fellow workers
to lay aside their worldly entertainments in favour of books, having experienced his
own personal epiphany in the timeless works of William Shakespeare: 

Shakespeare has pleasures for you, more heart-warming, better by far
than the excitements of cock-fighting and billiard-playing, which, instead
of amusing you, do but blunt the better part of man, and sink you into the
sloughs of vice (Allan, 2008, p.219).
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Changing Lives: Immoral Women and Political Dustmen

For many contemporaries, then, the reading revolution was a good thing. As the
endlessly instructive Dr Johnson pointed out: 

Books have always a secret influence on the understanding; we cannot at
pleasure obliterate ideas: he that reads books of science, though without
any fixed desire of improvement, will grow more knowing; he that
entertains himself with moral or religious treatises, will imperceptibly
advance in goodness; the ideas which are often offered to the mind, will
at last find a lucky moment when it is disposed to receive them (Brewer,
1997, p.167). 

For the first time, Johnson says, knowledge as a commodity is readily available to
a wide cross-section of contemporary society. With Britain becoming ‘a nation of
readers’, men and women had the power of self-understanding at their fingertips.
They could discover the human past, travel to foreign lands, tackle timeless
philosophical problems, observe the natural world, contemplate the divine will and
search the innermost depths of their souls – all in the pages of the books that were
so ubiquitous around them. The reading revolution was irrevocably bound up with
the Enlightenment itself: books were the basic building blocks of Enlightenment,
reading the process by which superstitious stories of witches, ghosts and hobgoblins
were exorcised from contemporary thought worlds – as even the mercenary and
self-aggrandising bookseller James Lackington recognised. 

But the reading revolution did not come without risk. By releasing so many new
readers into the reading nation, 18th century writers constantly worried about the
moral implications for society, contrasting the ideal of the self-improving reader
against the figure of the self-indulgent reader – one who waded indiscriminately
through the vast quantity of vacuous and immoral books that flooded the market. As
this passage from an extremely popular conduct book reveals, contemporary critics
were particularly concerned by the influence of novels on the female reading public:

We consider the general run of Novels utterly unfit for you. Instruction
they convey none. They paint scenes of pleasure and passion altogether
improper for you to behold, even with the mind’s eye. Their descriptions
are often loose and luscious in a high degree; their representations of
love between the sexes are almost universally overstrained…In short, the
majority of their loves are either mere lunatics or mock-heroes (Fordyce,
1766, vol. 1, p.149). 
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By the time of Johnson’s death, the female novel reader had become the epitome
of the misguided, self-indulgent reading public. Deluded by reading fantastical
accounts of love and romance, she was frivolous, impulsive, indiscrete and
altogether incapable of fulfilling responsibilities to her family and household. She
was also, of course, largely fictional, but the figure of the morally degenerate female
reader neatly demonstrates the wide-reaching consequences of the reading
revolution.

The rapid expansion of the reading public had profound ramifications for the social
and political stability of the nation too. Reading was heavily implicated in the causes
of the French Revolution and the subsequent radicalism that exploded onto the
British political scene. Autobiographies of working-class campaigners constantly
make reference to the enabling power of reading in their ascent from obscurity to
activism, books acting as the crucial catalyst in delivering personal liberation and
political awakening. Indeed, one historian has gone so far as to claim that ‘the history
of the mass reading audience is, in fact, the history of English democracy seen from
a new angle’ (Altick, 1957, p.3).
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Such processes are perceptively captured in a satirical print published just six years
before the Great Reform Act of 1832 entitled ‘Four Specimens of the Reading
Public’, which delineates the longer term ramifications of the ‘nation of readers’
unleashed in Johnson’s time. The artist caricatures the comic discrepancy between
social status and reading tastes at various levels of society, taking to task ‘Sir Larry
Luscious’ (an elderly rake) for his taste for the pornographic novels of Harriet Wilson
and ‘Frank a la Mode’ (a young dandy) for his slavish devotion to fashion (here, the
hugely popular historical novels of Sir Walter Scott). He also alludes to the familiar
figure of the morally degenerate female novel reader, ‘Romancing Molly’, who
neglects her household duties to satisfy her day-dreamy obsession with fictional
romance. 

The fourth reader, the ‘Political Dustman’, however, is treated somewhat differently.
His is a demand rather than a request for literature, substituting ‘v’ for ‘w’ in order to
convey his proletarian assertiveness – ‘I vants a Cobbett’. His bulging arms and
mutton chop whiskers reinforce his physical presence, his stance and body
language ripe with the threat of potential violence should his demand be rejected.
Of the four figures, he is tellingly the only one who faces the audience square on,
pleading with the unseen bookseller – ever the power-broker in the cultural
production of literature in the age of Johnson – to provide him with a pamphlet by
William Cobbett, the radical reformer who campaigned tirelessly for Parliamentary
reform, the abolition of the rotten-boroughs and the extension of the franchise. Here,
then, the empowerment that necessarily accrues from the knowledge and
understanding that books provide – and, by extension, the rapid expansion in the
reading nation first observed by Johnson – plays a crucial role in the development
of English democracy, encouraging working men like the Political Dustman to
believe that they might have some role in running the country. Thus, Francis Place,
a London tailor and a leading light of the London Corresponding Society (an
influential radical movement of the 1790s), underlined the crucial role of reading in
liberating the working man from oppression and ignorance:

It gave a new stimulus to an immense number of men who had been but
in too many instances incapable of any but the grossest pursuits, and in
seeking nothing beyond mere sensual enjoyments. It elevated them in
society (Rose, 2001, p.62).
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Johnson Society: Recent Deaths

Philip Rule, Johnson Society Chairman from March 2001 until March 2004, died in
hospital during August 2010 after a short illness. He was born in Suffolk but came
to Lichfield to live in Hill House 42 years ago. Before that, for 10 years, the family
lived in Whittington, a village for which he retained much affection.

After receiving his degree in mathematics, Philip became involved in the
development of computer languages, finally setting up his own company, writing
bespoke programmes for various companies.

His interest in Johnson was first aroused by an American fellow chess player and
his knowledge of Johnson’s life and works became even greater when the family
moved into Hill House. He discovered its association with Johnson who, while a
visitor there, worked on Lives of the Poets.

Philip and Pat continued to be loyal supporters of the Society’s activities. They
usually visited London each December for the wreath-laying in Westminster Abbey
on the anniversary of Dr Johnson’s death. While Chairman, and afterwards, he
generously hosted the Birthday Weekend visits of Presidents. He is remembered as
a quiet but enthusiastic Johnsonian.

During 2010 the death also occurred of Lord Bingham of Cornhill, President in
2000 and Life Member. 

Leslie Brannan, of Lichfield, served as Toastmaster at the Birthday Supper for
many years during his 52 years of membership. He taught Classics for many years
at Johnson's old school, King Edward VI.
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News from the Birthplace

Joanne Wilson

There can be no doubt that the celebrations of Johnson’s Tercentenary in Lichfield
were a huge success and this was certainly borne out by the number of visitors to
the Birthplace. A total of 15,615 visitors enjoyed the warm welcome and fascinating
day out that the Museum offers throughout 2009. While 2010 has passed at a
slightly slower pace, it has nevertheless been another busy year of events and
activities at the Birthplace.

The year began with the Birthplace being invited to get involved with the BBC’s ‘A
History of the World’ campaign. The Birthplace was one of ten Staffordshire
museums selected to tell the story of our county by choosing an object of local,
national and international significance. Our chosen object was, of course, a first
edition of Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language and the project has gained
the Museum local and national media coverage, involvement in events across the
county and our part in a summer holiday trail for families. Further publicity for the
Museum came in March when the BBC aired David Dimbleby’s  ‘Seven Ages of
Britain’, partly filmed at the Birthplace last year. The scenes in the Birth Room that
featured in ‘the Age of Money’ caused a measurable increase in visits to the
Museum and website in the following weeks.

The Birthplace has continued to present an exciting and varied programme of
special events throughout the year. 2009 closed with two Christmas events: ‘Samuel
Johnson’s Christmas Light Night’ saw the Museum opening its doors for the crowds
that attended Lichfield’s Christmas Lights Switch On and served mulled wine and
festive cheer to over a hundred visitors; and the glamorous ‘Lady Georgianna’
brought a taste of the Georgian Pleasure Garden to the Guildhall. 

The Museum’s fine portraits provided inspiration for another event in May held as
part of Adult Learners’ Week, when a group enjoyed an evening tour of the
Birthplace art collection followed by the opportunity to create a masterpiece of their
own, led by museum attendant and artist Carole Collier. In June, the writings and
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sayings of Johnson were the subject of ‘The Art of Words’, a display of work of the
Lichfield Calligraphers created during 2009. The exhibition was accompanied by a
demonstration day where visitors could watch the calligraphers at work and develop
calligraphic skills of their own. Finally, in September, ‘Housemade’, an installation by
artist Kate Tilley, could be seen throughout the Birthplace. This display of modern
and playful ceramics inspired by traditional English potteries was supported by a
display, drama and short public talks on ‘Johnson and Tea’ over the Birthday
weekend.

Although our events and activities are the side of the Museum that the public see,
Birthplace staff and volunteers continue to work on the documentation, research
and care of the Museum collections and libraries behind the scenes. In April 2010
this hard work was recognised by the award of full ‘Accredited’ status from the
Museums, Libraries and Archives Council. This award recognises that our visitor
services and collections care operate at high professional standards, and replaces
our previously held ‘Registered’ status.

A number of generous and interesting donations to the Museum collection have
been made during 2010 including a small number of books and items of
Johnsoniana from the collection of the late Michael Sadler, and a curious 19th
century keepsake box made of wood from the Birthplace, which was returned by the
London archives of the publisher John Murray, having been sent as a gift with a
letter from Lichfield printer T. G. Lomax in 1837. Most recently, the Museum has
received Johnsonian books and ephemera from the collection of Peter and Anne
Stockham, the generous gift of their daughters. Society members are welcome to
view any items in the reserve collections and libraries by appointment.

One of our behind the scenes activities that will be of particular interest to the
Johnson Society is the moving of part of the Society’s archive to Lichfield Record
Office at Lichfield Library. The minute books, correspondence and examples of
supper menus have been deposited and remain the property of the Society, but are
now available to the public to consult in the comfort of the Record Office’s reading
room. These records join the early financial records of the Society which had
previously been deposited. A display of interesting items was held on Johnson’s
Birthday, and the deposit of the archive is a fitting tribute to the 100th year of the
society.

News from the Birthplace
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Nick Train

1
In The Politics of Samuel Johnson, Donald Greene makes a surprising claim —
sufficiently surprising to prompt the present investigation.

It arises as an aside during Greene’s discussion of Johnson’s attitude to commerce
and to ‘trade and traders’ in particular. He argues that this was by no means
antipathetic and that Johnson sided naturally with those in the ‘middle state’ of life,
‘taking proper pride in his own bourgeois origin’. Cited as evidence for this partiality
are the several prefaces Johnson composed for works on business affairs or
economics – specifically The Preceptor (1748), Rolt’s Dictionary of Trade and
Commerce (1756) and John Payne’s New Tables of Interest (1758). Of this last,
Greene announces that within it Johnson ‘even rises to the defense of stockbrokers’
(Greene, p.240).

This is, assuredly, a surprising claim, as Greene himself hastens to acknowledge,
by insisting that Johnson only approves of, in Greene’s phrase, ‘honest
stockbrokers’, those who – in Johnson’s words – ‘sanctify the accumulation of
wealth’ by ‘contributing to the support of good government, the increase of arts and
industry, the rewards of genius and virtue, and the relief of wretchedness and want.’
Even tempered by Greene’s caveat, this must stand as one of the noblest of
encomia for a profession far more often vilified through the ages.

In truth, Johnson’s purported ‘defense’ of the stock-broking fraternity is sufficiently
unheralded to verge on the incredible. How can it be that the stock-jobber of the
Dictionary, defined as — ‘A low wretch who gets money by buying and selling shares
in the Funds’ – is thus exalted into a hero of social utility?

Although Boswell reports that Johnson ‘was not a positive unbeliever’ in ‘alchymy’
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(Boswell, ii, p.376), surely this is an unbelievable transmutation?

This essay explores Johnson’s writings and reported conversation to ascertain
whether, in the Payne preface, Johnson has revealed something previously
unsuspected about his thinking, or is writing without full candour. In the process, we
learn something of Johnson’s response to 18th century London’s immature, but
burgeoning capital markets.

2
Let it straight away be admitted – the contiguity of the life and interests of Samuel
Johnson and those of the denizens of ’Change-Alley and their ilk, is not extensive.
Yet there is overlap and, when unearthed, it is instructive. Some recondite but
suggestive examples follow. 

In The Idler 90 (1760), Johnson deplores the contemporary oratorical habit of
enhancing public speeches by the use of exaggerated hand movements or posture.
Then, unexpectedly, comes this sally – ‘If I could once find a speaker in ’Change-
Alley raising the price of stocks by the power of persuasive gestures, I should very
zealously recommend the study of his art.’

Of course he is being facetious, but – even in jest – Johnson demonstrates his
unerring instinct for the foibles of humanity. It is the common fantasy of many
participants in the financial markets to discover some means to command or pre-
empt those markets’ contrary moods and swings. The year before this Idler was
written, Johnson composed Rasselas. There we meet the mad astronomer, who
claims ‘what thou will not without difficulty credit. I have possessed for five years the
regulation of weather and the distribution of the seasons’ (Johnson, Rasselas,
p.144).

The astronomer’s self-delusion is reminiscent of that of the putative gesticulating
speaker in ’Change-Alley and, indeed, of our modern ‘chartists’, who claim to divine
the future of asset prices from study of their past vacillation, with, it must be reported,
no better than inconsistent results.

As an aside, Johnson’s cursory identification of the factors that really do drive asset
prices, as revealed in his dictionary definition of the word stock, is unduly flippant –
‘A fund established by the government, of which the value rises and falls by artifice
or chance’. In fact, only in the short term does artifice or chance determine the price
of government securities. They soon bow to the iron laws of required real interest
rates, or default risk, as Johnson well knew (as we shall see). 
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In Johnson’s fairy tale, The Fountains (1766), the fairy queen, Lady Lilinet of the
Blue Rock, explains that her ignorance of human manners led her to think ‘better of
mankind than other fairies found them to deserve; I therefore often opposed the
mischievous practices of my sisters without always enquiring whether they were
just.’ As a result, and inadvertently, as Lilinet laments, ‘I dissipated a mist
which assumed the form of a town, and was raised to decoy a monopolizer of corn
from his way to the next market.’ Here is revealed Johnson’s distaste for all traders,
middlemen, brokers.

Revealing similar prejudice in 1773, Johnson predicted that the ‘rage of trade’ would
destroy itself – ‘trade is like gaming. If a whole company are gamesters, play must
cease; for there is nothing to be won’ (Boswell, v, p.231). Indeed, he continues with
an aperçu with which Karl Marx could have concurred; no less, perhaps, than an
early identification of a ‘contradiction of Capitalism’: ‘When all nations are traders,
there is nothing to be gained by trade, and it will stop first where it is brought to the
greatest perfection.’

Finally, this couplet from The Vanity of Human Wishes (1749):

Delusive Fortune hears th’incessant Call,
They mount, they shine, evaporate and fall

is a reminder of how the ‘bubble’ imagery associated with the speculative nature of
financial markets had percolated into contemporary culture, high and low, even into
Johnson’s poetic consciousness. 

3
However, outside the Payne preface, as Greene glosses it, what we cannot locate
in Johnson is any other hint of commendation for, or sympathy with, stock-brokers.
This is a modest disappointment. It would have been fine if it could have been
claimed of Johnson that he acknowledged the contribution made by financial
intermediaries to London’s dominance of the18th century’s ‘cash nexus’, to borrow
Niall Ferguson’s book title. That dominance being the competitive advantage
enjoyed by Britain in the race of nations to economic and military primacy – a
competitive advantage based on the lubricity of London’s financial markets, that
permitted more capital to be raised at lower rates of interest than its rivals. Or that
he had proposed that stock-jobbers were somehow agents of Smith’s ‘invisible
hand’, unconsciously ‘sanctifying the accumulation of wealth’. It would have been
fine, but it is not tenable.

Admittedly, Johnson wrote warmly on occasion of ‘projectors’, or as we might call
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them, entrepreneurs. In The Adventurer 99 (1753) he remarks, ‘from such men, and
such men only, are we to hope for the cultivation of those parts of Nature which yet
lay waste, and the invention of those arts which are yet wanting to the felicity of life.’
This is the same Johnson once praised by Richard Arkwright as the ‘only person
who, on first view understood both the principle and powers of his most complicated
piece of machinery’ (Boswell, ii, p.459). It is the Johnson, too, who in the last year
of his life remained sufficiently engaged by technological progress to confide to his
correspondent William Bowles, ‘I subscribed a few days ago to a new balloon…with
which some daring adventurer is expected to mount, and bring down the state of
regions yet unexplored’ (February 1784). ‘I wish well’, he concluded, ‘to such soaring
curiosity’ (while we, and those past and to come, forever give thanks for Samuel
Johnson’s own soaring curiosity).

But Johnson is silent about any beneficial role that financial middlemen – brokers –
might have in expediting such technological advances (a standard, later apologetic
for the broking tribe). One reason for this silence may be assumed to be Johnson’s
tacit support for the ‘Bubble’ Act of 1720. This was Parliament’s heavy-handed and
self-interested attempt to ensure that the South Sea Company went unchallenged
as a magnet for investor capital, with the secondary, but popular, effect of limiting the
range of instruments available for speculation. The Act enforced a virtual prohibition
of company flotation, or the raising of public capital for the manufacturing industry,
and economic historians still debate the extent to which the Act hamstrung British
commerce, before its eventual repeal in 1825.  

The strictures of the Act meant, therefore, that Johnson’s closest brush with high
finance – his role as executor of Henry Thrale’s will and adviser through the sale of
the family brewery – could not by statute have involved him with stockbrokers. In fact
the counterparties to the sale, Quaker merchant bankers, the Barclays and Bevans,
proved agreeable to Johnson. Robert Barclay was commended by Boswell for
behaving ‘with as much of the elegance of modern manners, as is consistent with
[Quaker-principled] simplicity’ (Boswell, iv, p.118).

On the whole, Johnson seems to have enjoyed his responsibility as Thrale’s
executor – ‘the importance of which,’ Boswell notes, ‘seemed greater than usual to
him, from his circumstances having been always such, that he had scarcely any
share in the real business of life’ (Boswell, iv, p.85). And it is from this episode that
Lord Lucan’s wonderful anecdote derives. It depicts Johnson at the Thrale brewery,
posing as a man of affairs, with an ink-horn and pen in his button-hole and, on being
asked his assessment of the capital value of the brewery, rhapsodizing: ‘We are not
here to sell a parcel of boilers and vats, but the potentiality of growing rich, beyond
the dreams of avarice’ (Boswell, iv, p.87).
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That last is a phrase of which any stock market promoter of any speculative issue
would be proud. ‘The potentiality of growing rich beyond the dreams of avarice’ has
gulled countless investors into supporting the listings of dubious enterprises, from
the South Sea to the fin-de-siècle ‘Dotcom’ boom of 1998-2000. There is even a
hint that Johnson, caught up in the excitement of the sale and his enthusiasm to
secure the amplest competence for Hester Thrale’s widowhood, may have strayed
from his own standards of scrupulous honesty. It transpires that notwithstanding
Lucan’s report of Johnson’s glowing prospectus for sale, he was in fact acutely
conscious of the disadvantages attendant on running ‘a parcel of boilers and vats’.
‘The small quantity of cash, the immensity of the Capital, the consciousness that the
Risques we ran were ours, the Profits if Profits – were not to be ours – frighted him
and convinced him [to sell]’, reported Hester Thrale in her Thraliana (Boswell, iv,
489). Johnson’s misgivings were misplaced and the brewery did not cease
production until 1981, suggesting that the ‘Risque’ taken by Barclay, Perkins and Co.
was handsomely rewarded.

4
What then is the general tenor of Johnson’s observations about ’Change-Alley?
Indubitably it was contempt. In the first revulsion against the South Sea defendants,
Cato’s letters in the London Journal excoriated the profession: ‘They are Rogues of
prey, they are Stock Jobbers, they are a Conspiracy of Stock Jobbers, a name which
carries along with it such a detestable deadly image that it exceeds all humane
invention to aggravate it.’ The following invective, from Johnson, written in 1758, is
recognizably of the same spleen: ‘It is not long since the evil of stock-jobbing was
risen to such an enormous height as to threaten great injury to every actual
proprietor, particularly to many widows and orphans.’ These brokers are ‘desperate
sons of fortune, who, not having the courage of highwaymen, take ’Change Alley
rather than the road, because though more injurious than highwaymen they are less
in danger of punishment’ (Preface to Payne).

Cato’s letters were mainly the pseudonymous work of Thomas Gordon, editor of
The Independent Whig. Johnson’s party allegiance lay elsewhere, of course, but
one explanation for his abhorrence of stockbrokers is, as for Gordon, political:

Whiggism, at the time of the Revolution, he said, was accompanied with
certain principles, but latterly, as a mere party distinction under Walpole
and the Pelhams, was no better than the politicks of stockjobbers and the
religion of infidels (Boswell, ii,p.117).

This conflation of Whiggism with venal stockbrokers and the Bubble can be traced
back to one of Johnson’s earliest polemical works, his Marmor Norfolciense (1739),
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in which he burlesques cover-ups in high places. The most notorious of which (in
Donald Greene’s estimation, as editor of the Yale edition of Johnson’s Political
Writings) was orchestrated by the ‘skreenmaster’ himself, Walpole, when he kicked
into touch Lord Bathurst’s motion of February 1733 for an investigation into the
affairs of the South Sea Company, which threatened embarrassment up into the
highest reaches of the Court. And as late as 1743 Johnson was working on an
exposé of the South Sea affair, as part of a projected history of Parliament, with a
letter to antiquarian Thomas Birch (September 1743) requesting biographical
materials about its well-connected prime movers, Stanhope, Craggs and Spencer.
‘The politicks of stockjobbers’, indeed.

Pursuing this theme, it is not accidental that the illustrative quotation attached to the
1755 Dictionary definition of a stock-jobber (a low wretch) is this political squib from
Swift: 

The stock-jobber thus from ’Change-alley goes down
And tips you the freeman a wink;
Let me have but your vote to serve for the town
And here is a guinea to drink.

Later, in The Idler 10 (1758), Johnson persists with his partisan raillery, introducing
us to his caricature of a fervent Hanoverian supporter, one Jack Sneaker. Sneaker
‘believes that the scheme of the South Sea was well intended, but that it miscarried
by the influence of France.’ Johnson’s disapproving irony is palpable.

The preface to Rolt’s Dictionary of Trade and Commerce illustrates another aspect
of the relationship between Johnson’s political thought and the capital markets. He
commends the utility of the book, in particular, ‘the doctrines of the funds,
insurances, currency, monopolies, exchanges and duties, is so necessary to the
politician, that without it he can be of no use either in the council or the senate.’ This
emphasis is reminiscent of Bernard Mandeville’s concluding paradox: ‘private vices
by the dextrous management of a skillful politician may be turned into public benefits’
(Vindication, Fable of the Bees, 1723). For Mandeville and Johnson, private vices
and the financial markets are of value not in themselves, but as tools available to the
statesman to ensure a well-regulated polity.

Boswell thought Johnson’s performance with the Rolt preface masterly, displaying
‘a clear and comprehensive knowledge of the subject’. Johnson’s deflating response
is the classic, hard-boiled shrug of the jobbing writer: ‘Sir… I never saw the man, and
never read the book’ (Boswell, i, p.358).  
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5
In John Gay’s evergreen The Beggar’s Opera (1728), Polly and Lucy sing:

I’m bubbled
I’m bubbled
Oh, how I’m troubled
Bambouzled and bit

Johnson loved Gay’s piece: ‘…there is so much of real London life, so much brilliant
wit, and such a variety of airs…that no performance which the theatre exhibits
delights me more’ (Boswell, ii, p.368). The South Sea Bubble, serenaded here by
Polly and Lucy, was so inescapably part of that London life that even its poets were
infected, to Johnson’s consternation.

In his life of Gay we learn that ‘…in that disastrous year [he] had a present from
young Craggs of some South Sea stock, and once supposed himself to be master
of twenty thousand pounds.’ His friends begged Gay to sell and purchase an annuity,
which said Fenton, ‘will make you sure of a clean shirt and a shoulder of mutton
every day.’ But he could not bear to sell into a rising market. The result, once the
Bubble had burst, was, as Johnson reports, ‘…the profit and the principal were lost,
and Gay sank under the calamity so low that his life became in danger.’

Other poets were implicated. Savage was disappointed when a gift of money from
his mother was not forthcoming, the reason being, Johnson asserts, that she ‘was
infected among others with the general madness of the South Sea traffic;
and…refused to pay what perhaps nothing but the prospect of sudden affluence
prompted her to promise’ (Johnson, Life of Savage). Edward Young, according to
Johnson’s source for the life, Herbert Croft, lost a considerable sum in the debacle.
‘For this loss he took the vengeance of an author. His Muse makes poetical use
more than once of a South Sea dream’ (Johnson, Lives of the Poets).

Like Edward Young, Johnson described the Bubble as a ‘dream of happiness’ —this
phrase is from his life of Alexander Pope and is a recurring, reproachful image. And
from that biography comes Johnson’s memorable castigation of the Bubble mania:
‘In this disastrous year of national infatuation, when more riches than Peru can boast
were expected from the South Sea, when the contagion of avarice tainted every
mind, and even poets panted after wealth…’

The same trope is found in Johnson’s furious attacks on lotteries. The protagonist
of The Rambler 181 (1751) regrets his susceptibility to the temptation of sudden
riches promised by a lottery ticket: ‘This dream of felicity, by degrees, took
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possession of my imagination.’ It is his clergyman friend, Eumathes, who exhorts
him to awaken:

Rouse from this lazy dream of fortuitous riches, which, if obtained, you
could scarcely have enjoyed, because they could confer no consciouness
of desert; return to rational and manly industry, and consider the meer gift
of luck as below the care of the wise man.

This, one suspects, is precisely the advice Johnson would have offered his poet
peers, panting after the lottery of South Sea wealth.

It should also be printed as a cautionary on every 21st century lottery ticket.

6
The word bubble is defined in the Dictionary, as ‘a cheat; a false show’, illustrated
by more of Swift’s poetry: 

The nation then too late will find,
Directors’ promises but wind,
South-Sea at best a mighty bubble…

The neighbouring entry is bubbler, an individual who is a ‘cheat’. And the quotation
Johnson chooses for this word is indicative of another ground for his distaste for
stockbrokers. It comes from one of Robert Digby’s letters to Alexander Pope: ‘What
words can suffice to express, how infinitely I esteem you, above all the great ones
in this part of the world; above all the Jews, jobbers, and bubblers.’

There is no doubt that the more-or-less mild anti-Semitism, as displayed by Digby,
was a factor in 18th century distrust and disdain for financiers. For instance, in this
stanza from Anne Finch, Countess of Winchelsea’s 1720 poem, ‘A Song on the
South Sea’:

With Jews and Gentiles undismayed
Young tender virgins mix,
Of whiskers nor beards afraid
Nor all the cozening tricks.

Or, as Peter Dickson reports in his Financial Revolution in England (1967), it is
evident in the dismay evinced by the moneyed and landed interests at the rise of
Samson Gideon as Pelham’s adviser in the 1740s.
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There is some evidence that Samuel Johnson shared this anti-Semitism, at a
visceral level, albeit barely articulated – not least his selection of the Digby quotation.
Perhaps it is visible in his caricature of Jack Sneaker, who we met in Idler 10.
Sneaker, Johnson mocks, ‘rejoiced at the admission of the Jews to the English
privileges, because he thought a Jew would never be a Papist.’ Jewish naturalization
bills failed in 1747, 1748, 1751 and the successful Jew Bill of 1753 had to be
repealed. As Paul Langford, in his A Polite and Commercial People (1989), tells it,
‘A torrent of anti-semitism flowed from the press. The threat which it bore to court
Whigs who were shortly to face their electors at the polls seemed to justify retreat.’
One suspects that Johnson did not only relish the discomfiture of the Whigs, but
sided with the electorate’s displeasure about the extension of privileges to the Jews.
In Idler 93 (1760), Sam Softly seems curious, perhaps affronted, to note a fine
country house that ‘a rich Jew had offered money for’. This is the authentic voice of
that 18th century electorate and, at least, a voice not disavowed by its author,
Johnson. 

Nowhere does Johnson overtly castigate the Jews, but in his sermons he does insist
on their misfortune and separateness, cast out beyond the pale of Christian
revelation and, specifically, cut off from the life to come; i.e. from Heaven. That ‘Any
man could be a Jew, and yet deny a future state, is a sufficient proof that it had not
yet been clearly revealed, and that it was reserved for the preachers of Christianity
to bring life and immortality to light’ (Sermon 10). In Sermon 13 he notes: ‘The
religion of the Jews, from the time of Moses, comprised a great number of
burdensome ceremonies, required by God for reasons which perhaps human
wisdom has never fully discovered.’ Such ceremonies led both Jews and Catholics,
on occasion, Johnson regrets, into ‘error and corruption’.

This sense of Jewish ‘otherness’ is also hinted at in Johnson’s life of the poet
George Granville, where he notes, ‘In his Jew of Venice, as Rowe remarks, the
character of Shylock is made comick, and we are prompted to laughter instead of
detestation.’

Detestation is a strong word, but there is no doubt Johnson felt it for usury and
usurers and, perhaps, by extension, for the traditional providers of capital lent at
interest. In The Rambler 119 (1751), Johnson describes the plight of Tranquilla
courted, to her dismay, by Fungoso, the son of a stock-jobber. Tranquilla fears the
worst – that she ‘might perhaps have been doomed forever to the grossness of
pedlary, and the jargon of usury had not a fraud been discovered in the settlement,
which set me free from the persecution of groveling pride and pecuniary impudence.’
Avarice, usury and stock-jobbers are always associated for Johnson. In The
Adventurer 95 (1753) he stresses ‘the alterations which time is always making in the
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modes of life…Avarice has worn a different form, as she actuated the usurer of
Rome and the stock-jobber of England’.

In his notes on The Merchant of Venice, Johnson’s disdain for Shylock – ‘this Jew
is the strangest fellow’ – and his disgust for that ‘grossness of pedlary’ he holds the
Jew to represent, can be seen in his gloss on Shylock’s judgement on Antonio:
‘There I have another bad match; a bankrupt, a prodigal.’ Of this Johnson
comments, ‘There could be, in Shylock’s opinion, no prodigality more culpable than
such liberality as that by which a man exposes himself to ruin for his friend’ (Johnson
on Shakespeare, pp.217-241).

Johnson clearly detested such mean-spiritedness, epitomized, in his rhetoric, by
the merchant, the stock-jobber, the Jew.

7
It is in his great moral essays, the Ramblers, Idlers and Adventurers, that the moral
basis of Johnson’s objections to stock-jobbers is exhibited most clearly. Fungoso is
one of several from that milieu to whom we are introduced; all, like Shylock, it is
suggested, corrupted, made less than fully human, by their obsession with money
and trade.

In The Rambler 60 (1750), Johnson condemns, ‘The man whose faculties have
been engrossed by business, and whose heart never fluttered but at the rise and fall
of the stocks’; who ‘wonders how the attention can be seized, or the affection
agitated by tales of love.’ This stunted fellow, or his type, reappears in The
Adventurer 74 (1753), which offers an account of Perdita’s attempts to find a
husband: ‘I should have given my hand to Drone, the stock-jobber, had not the
reduction of interest made him afraid of the expences of matrimony.’  Perhaps we
meet him again in The Idler 11 (1758), the absurd, miserly ‘proprietor of funds, who
stops his acquaintance in the street to tell him of the loss of half a crown.’

The Rambler 116 (1751) describes the pernicious effects of money and the lust for
its accumulation. The narrator’s mother can never forget her father’s wealth and
social standing in ‘the precincts of Cornhill’ (the domain of the stock-jobber): the
‘bills which he had paid at sight; of the sums for which his word would pass on the
exchange; the heaps of gold which he used on Saturday night to toss about with a
shovel…’ Fired by such tales, her son is impatient to enrich himself and sets off for
the city, where he takes up an apprenticeship. ‘My master, who had no conception
of any virtue, merit, or dignity, but that of being rich, had all the good qualities which
naturally arise from a close and unwearied attention to the main chance…’
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Gentler is Johnson’s lampooning of the young men of The Adventurer 84 (1753),
taking on ludicrous airs and graces. One boasts, in language that Johnson could
have heard and deplored over fashionable London dinner tables:

It is impossible, says he, for any man to guess how to act with regard to
the stocks; last week it was the general opinion that they would fall; and I
sold out twenty thousand pounds…and I make no doubt but at my return
to London I shall risk thirty thousand pounds amongst them again.

It transpires the speaker is no more than ‘the clerk of a broker in ’Change Alley.’

The next we catch name-dropping: ‘he had a hundred times talked with the
Chancellor and the judges on the subject of stocks…’ In fact, ‘he transcribes for
bread in a garret of the Temple.’

Today we still recognise these young city slickers, boring and boorish in their tall
tales of trading exploits. They are the types that, in extremis, become the Billy Liars,
Nick Leesons, the Jerome Kerviels, whose delusions of grandeur break the bank.
Perhaps worse, in Johnson’s eyes, their delusions impoverish them as men.

The Rambler 131 (1751) contains this pessimistic conclusion: ‘Of the various acts
by which riches may be obtained, the greater part are at the first view irreconcilable
with the laws of virtue.’

It seems clear that at Johnson’s first view and all subsequent ones, stock-jobbers
are not exempt from these strictures.

8
The second young dreamer of The Adventurer 84 claims to have received the
following financial advice from three judges: ‘never to venture his money in the
Funds, but to put it out upon land security, till he could light upon an estate in his own
country.’ However improbable the story, it seems this recommendation is one
Johnson himself endorsed.

For instance, in the Dictionary, the quotation chosen to illustrate fund is taken from
Addison and is pointed: ‘As my estate has been hitherto either tost upon seas or
fluctuating in Funds, it is now fixed in substantial acres.’

Then, in The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, Johnson is quoted about his financial
preferences:  ‘I would never have any man sell land, to throw money into the Funds,
as is often done, or to try any other species of trade’ (Boswell, v, p.231).
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One reason for this allegiance to ‘bricks and mortar’ is Johnson’s awareness of the
volatility of price and uncertain security of various financial instruments, learned
from both his researches and personal experience. In his life of the poet Butler,
Johnson notes of his wife that ‘a fortune she had…but it was lost by bad securities’.
In The Rambler 18 (1750), we read of Prudentius, who belies his allegorical name
by venturing ‘to insure a ship, at a very unreasonable price, but happening to lose
his money was so tormented by the clamours of his wife, that he never durst try a
second experiment.’ While in The Rambler 75 (1750), poor Melissa loses her capital
at the height of her glory: ‘the failure of a Fund, in which my money was placed,
reduced me to a frugal competency.’

One of Johnson’s dearest friends, Samuel Dyer, died in tragic circumstances.
Johnson’s account in his letter to Robert Chambers in April 1783, reports baldly,
‘Dier lost his fortune by dealing in the East India stock, and, I fear, languished into
the grave.’ However, according to the antiquary Richard Gough, Dyer committed
suicide, having lost £8,000 of inheritance and lost it by following Johnson’s own,
particular advice ‘to sink his fortune in annuities on Lord Vesey’s estates’ – traumatic
for all parties if true (Clifford, p.37). The full tale may never be told, but Johnson’s
advice on financial affairs was both sought after and given, even after this episode.

In his letter to step-daughter Lucy Porter of October 1779, Johnson offers this:
‘Publick affairs are very bad, and I do not see they are mending, yet I cannot advise
you to sell your stock…The interest of a mortgage, if a mortgage could be got, is
seldom regular.’ Could this caution about lending against property be a residue of
his flawed advice to the unfortunate Dyer?

Of broader sweep, there is powerful Johnsonian common sense on display in the
letter to his old friend John Taylor, in August 1772. He describes the failure of
Alexander Fordyce’s bank, which stopped payments in 1771 and its debilitating
economic effects, summarising with wonderful authority:

There has not since the year of the South Sea been, I believe, such
extensive distress and so frightful an alarm. It can however be little more
than a panick terrour from which when they recover, many will wonder why
they were frighted.

In 2008 yet another ‘panick terrour’ afflicted global stock markets, resulting from the
failure or near collapse of a number of banks. Johnson’s analysis remains pertinent:
‘Such a general distrust and timidity has been diffused through the whole
commercial system, that credit has been almost extinguished and commerce
suspended.’ Yet the chances are that confidence will recover in the 21st, as it did in
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the 18th century, and ‘many will wonder why they were frighted’.

In his edition of the Life, G.B. Hill roundly dismisses Johnson’s economic
understanding: ‘Johnson can scarcely have read Smith; if he did, it made no
impression on him. His ignorance on many points as to what constitutes the wealth
of a nation remained as deep as ever’ (Boswell, ii, p.430).

Yet the following extract from Johnson’s letter to Hester Thrale, October 1783,
demonstrates a deep knowledge of the workings of economics, politics and the
capital markets:

The state of the Stocks I take to be this. When in the late exigencies, the
Ministry gave so high a price for money, all the money that could be 
disengaged from trade, was lent to the publick. The stocks sunk because
nobody bought them. They have not risen since, because the money
being already lent out, nobody has money to lay out on them, till commerce
shall by the help of peace bring a new supply. If they cannot rise
they will sometimes fall, for their essence seems to be fluctuation…

Johnson may have despised stock-jobbers and objected to the moral effects of ‘what
Coleridge at a later date called the magic wealth-machine’ (Cannon, 1994), but his
curiosity and powerful understanding prompted him to analyse and comprehend the
workings of the markets, not least for the benefit of those who trusted to his advice.

When the banker J. P. Morgan was asked to predict the trend in stock prices he is
famously reported to have said, ‘They will fluctuate.’ Johnson, too, had grasped this
essential quality.

9
John Payne was a friend of Johnson’s, a fellow-member of the Ivy Lane Club, a
publisher (of The Rambler, amongst much else) and for many years was employed
at the Bank of England, where he rose to the position of Chief Accountant. The most
charming anecdote confirming their friendship appeared in the European Magazine
after Johnson’s death and concerns a foot-race between the two. Before the race
was half done, Johnson picked up the tiny Payne in his arms and placed him on the
branch of a tree. He then ‘continued running as if he had met a hard match’,
releasing Payne from the tree ‘with much exultation’ on his way back (Johnson
Miscellanies).

Given this intimacy, it was natural Payne would turn to Johnson for a preface to his
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New Tables of Interest. But the content of Payne’s book was already of life-long
interest to Johnson, who delighted to busy himself with arithmetic (often as a means
to forestall a spiral into depression). As he wrote to Sophia Thrale, in another of his
earnest, hortatory letters to the Thrale daughters:

Nothing amuses more harmlessly than computation, and nothing is more
applicable to real business or speculative enquiries. A thousand stories
which the ignorant tell, and believe, dye away at once, when the
computist takes them in his gripe. I hope you will cultivate in yourself a
disposition to numerical enquiries; they will give you entertainment in the
practice, and reputation in publick by the effect (July 1783).

Payne’s work was to be commended, then, because:

The power of Arithmetical numbers has been tried to a vast extent…In
particular, so many calculations have been made with respect to the
value and use of money, that some serve only for speculation and
amusement; and there is great opportunity for selecting a few that are
peculiarly adapted to common business (Preface).

The success of the book will depend, writes Johnson, on ‘the experience of those
for whom they [the tables of interest] were principally designed, the Proprietors of
the Public Funds, and the Brokers who transact the business of the Funds.’

Next follows the crux for this essay – that passage alighted on by Donald Greene
in his account of Johnson’s views on ‘trade and traders’. And here indeed Johnson
does expatiate, at more length than anywhere else, on the profession of stock-
jobbery. But it would be wrong to read his comments as a ‘defense of stockbrokers’,
as Greene contends.

While Johnson does acknowledge that, ‘Among the Brokers of stocks are men of
great honour and probity, who are candid and open in all their transactions,’ he
pointedly laments, ‘that a market of such importance as the present state of this
nation has made theirs, should be brought into any discredit by the intrusion of bad
men…who endeavour to maintain luxurious table and splendid equipages by
sporting with the public credit.’

He then proceeds to condemn the ‘evil of stock-jobbing’, with his comparison of
brokers to highwaymen, and to encourage ‘reputable’ brokers to remain vigilant, to
ensure their colleagues, those ‘desperate sons of fortune’, do not fall back.

‘Their Essence Seems To Be Fluctuation’
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What follows is reminiscent of Johnson’s well known couplet, written for Goldsmith’s
The Traveller (1764):

How small of all that human hearts endure
The part that laws or kings can cause or cure.

Johnson notes of the eventual abatement of stock-broker misdemeanors, ‘But this
evil, after many unsuccessful attempts of the Legislature to conquer it, was, like
many other, at length subdued by its own violence…’ Here he evidences a late 20th
century Tory scepticism about the inefficacy of parliamentary interference in the
workings of markets.

The final paragraph of the Preface is where, frankly, Greene misread and
misunderstood Johnson’s purpose. In fact, Johnson now turns his attentions away
from stock-jobbers to ‘the other patrons to whose encouragement these Tables have
been recommended, the Proprietors of the Public Funds who are busy in the
improvement of their fortunes...’ Here Johnson’s adjurations become even more
urgent. He warns the proprietors of the funds:

…that no motive can sanctify the accumulation of wealth, but an ardent
desire to make the most honourable and virtuous use of it, by contributing
to the support of good government, the increase of the arts and industry,
the rewards of genius and virtue, and the relief of wretchedness
and want.

Stock-jobbers, it is implied, are a lost cause, but there is still time for stern advice to
be offered to investors, for the security of their souls. Advice similar to that offered
to a wealthy, but spiritually-troubled merchant, by the wise hermit in The Rambler
120 (1751):

Yet think not riches useless; there are purposes to which a wise man may
be delighted to apply them, they may by a rational distribution to those
who want them, ease the pains of helpless disease, still the throbs of
restless anxiety, relieve innocence from oppression and raise imbecility to
chearfulness and vigour…This will afford the only happiness ordained for
our present state, the confidence of divine favour, and the hope of
future rewards.

Greene was correct. Johnson was not ‘opposed to trade and traders in themselves’,
but he was opposed to any accumulation of wealth for its own sake. Indeed, he was
opposed to any behaviour that encourages the individual to forget his or her mortality
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and to neglect to prepare for its imminence: ‘the last day, the hour at which probation
ceases, and repentance will be in vain; the day in which every work of the hand, and
imagination of the heart shall be brought to judgement, and an everlasting futurity
shall be determined by the past’ (The Idler 103, 1760).

10
We have arrived at that ‘last day’ and discover amongst the assets in Johnson’s will
‘one thousand pounds, three per cent annuities, in the publick funds’ (Boswell, iv,
p.402). Are we taken aback? Johnson is revealed as an investor himself; he must
have treated with a stock-jobber.

The main beneficiary of the will was Francis Barber – ‘my manservant, a negro’. Sir
John Hawkins, Johnson’s first biographer was nonplussed: ‘His first master had, in
great humanity, made him a Christian; and his last [Johnson], for no assignable
reason, nay, rather in despite of his nature, and to unfit him for being useful
according to his capacity, determined to make him a scholar’ (Boswell, iv, p.444).

But Frank was more than just a servant. Walter Jackson Bate thought Johnson loved
him as the son he never had. In Johnson’s final years Frank, his English wife and
their two small daughters returned to live with him. After Johnson’s death Frank and
Betsey had a son, Samuel, who became a well-known Methodist preacher in
Staffordshire – Johnson’s home county.

We can be confident, then, that Johnson would have been well-content with this
return on his investment, both financial and emotional: his namesake, a man of God,
raised by Frank and Betsey, with the assistance of those ‘three per cent annuities,
in the publick funds’. 
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Nick Train is an enthusiastic member and supporter of the aims of the Johnson
Society. Nick read Boswell as a young man and, like so many, was captivated by
Johnson’s wit and intellectual heft. Now, many years and much reading later, he is
informed and consoled by Johnson’s knowledge of the human condition and the
example he sets of the struggle to live usefully. He lives and works in London, as an
investment manager.

Rasselas Raffle

A big thank you to all who participated in the draw for the newly-bound copy of
Rasselas. It raised £360 for the Society’s funds. The book was won by Mrs Lyneth
Lockwood, a Lichfield member. 
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Johnson Sunday Sermon
19 September 2010

The Precentor of Lichfield, Canon Wealands Bell, preached this year’s Johnson
Sermon, taking as his primary text the Gospel set for the day, the Parable of the
Unjust Steward (Luke 16) and its concluding logion: ‘You cannot serve God and
money.’

He outlined the function of money as being a way of signalling within a society those
activities which we hold to be of greater value than others (thus a cardiac surgeon
will earn more than a dustman, but not as much as a top footballer); money was
also a sort of insurance policy against life’s accidents, and an enabler of the
indulgence of personal whim.

Turning his attention to the Enlightenment (and using as his guide Roy Porter’s
masterly Enlightenment: Britain and the Creation of the Modern World), he observed
that for the thinkers of the 18th century, insurance had been sought through the
exercise of reason: in all spheres of life, from philosophy to maternity to town-
planning, there was a new insistence on shedding light on whatever had previously
been considered darkened by mediaeval backwardness. 

Canon Bell wondered how, against this all-embracing Enlightenment backcloth,
Johnson had managed to maintain a faith that was not merely deist, but theist; and
not simply theist, but – as his prayers reveal – so absolutely rooted in the
uniqueness of the Christian Revelation and the powerful function of Christ as
Redeemer. He suggested that part of the reason may lie in Johnson’s habitual
exposure to the flaws of his fellow men and women (the gang of misfits who shared
his house; his often bad-tempered companions in coffee-house and club), and in his
acceptance of his own flaws of manner and person. The reality of his surroundings
persuaded him that what was needed was not so much truth as mercy. It was in
Christ the Merciful that he placed his confidence, not in wealth or Enlightenment
certainties.
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It was impossible to ignore the fact that Johnson’s Birthday Eucharist coincided with
another Eucharist nearby, in which the Pope was beatifying a Roman Cardinal and
former Anglican clergyman, John Henry Newman. Newman’s mottoes – Cor ad cor
loquitur and ex umbris et imaginibus in veritatem (‘Heart speaks to heart’ and ‘Out
of the shadows and flickering images into the truth’) – are a happy commentary on
Johnson’s life also: his endless dedication to the wrestle with words and meanings,
shared in the company of the learned and the brutish, as all together seek to move
from that-which-is-not-the-case to that-which-is. 

Acceptance of our mortality (perhaps the proper business of a birthday celebration;
c.f. Rambler 7: ‘Remember, Prince, that thou shalt die!’), reminds us that insurance
lies not in wealth or in the latest learning, but in attuning the human ear to the divine
voice, cor ad cor: 

Enquirer, cease, Petitions yet remain,
Which Heaven may hear, nor deem Religion vain.
Still raise for Good the supplicating Voice,
But leave to Heav’n the Measure and the Choice.

(The Vanity Of Human Wishes, l.349 ff.)

Johnson Sunday Sermon
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Julia Allen

2009 was the 800th anniversary of the founding of Cambridge University and the
300th anniversary of Johnson’s birth. The University Library brought the two together
in an exhibition entitled, Experiencing ‘the civilities of Cambridge’: Samuel Johnson’s
visit of 1765. This article grew out of the research that went into mounting that
exhibition.

On Saturday, 16 February 1765, Topham Beauclerk drove Samuel Johnson into
Cambridge in his phæton. The 55 year old Johnson – not yet ‘Dr Johnson’ — was
an established literary figure, whereas most of those with whom he kept company
on this his only visit were at the start of their careers. They were: Richard Farmer
(Emmanuel), John Lettice (Sidney Sussex), George Leycester (Trinity), Michael Lort
(Trinity), John Sharp (Corpus Christi), Baptist Noel Turner (Emmanuel) and Richard
Watson (Trinity). Three of them wrote accounts of the visit, two within days of its
occurrence, one some 53 years later; and there is a passing reference made 21
years on in the diary of one who was not present. Each account provides its distinct
slant on the event and all reveal much about the dramatis personæ. It should be
noted that at this time ordination to the priesthood and celibacy were prerequisites
of a college fellowship.

John Sharp (c.1729-1772)1 was quick off the mark: on 1 March he wrote with acidic
glee to an unidentified friend. In the months following Johnson's death, when
newspapers and magazines were full of anecdotes sent in by those eager to share
in his renown, this letter appeared in The Gentleman’s Magazine in March 1785,
submitted by ‘A.B.’; Sharp himself had been dead 13 years.

As to Johnson, you will be surprised to hear that I have had him in the
chair in which I am now writing. He has ascended my aërial citadel. He
came down on a Saturday evening, with a Mr. Beauclerk, who has a
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friend at Trinity. Caliban, you may be sure, was not roused from his lair
before next day noon, and his breakfast probably kept him till night. I saw
nothing of him, nor was he heard of by anyone, till Monday afternoon,
when I was sent for home to two gentlemen unknown. In conversation I
made a strange faux pas about Burnaby Greene’s poem, in which Johson
is drawn at full length. He drank his large potations of tea with me,
interrupted by many an indignant contradiction, and many a noble
sentiment. He had on a better wig than usual, but one whose curls were
not, like Sir Cloudesley’s, formed for ‘eternal buckle’. Our conversation
was chiefly on books, you may be sure. He was much pleased with a
small Milton of mine, published in the author’s lifetime, and with the Greek
epigram on his own effigy, of its being the picture, not of him, but of a bad
painter. There are many manuscript stanzas, for aught I know, in Milton’s
own hand-writing, and several interlined hints and fragments.  We were
puzzled about one of the sonnets, which we thought was not to be found
in Newton’s edition, and differed from all the printed ones. But Johnson
cried, “No, no!” repeated the whole sonnet instantly, memoriter, and
shewed it us in Newton’s book. After which, he learnedly harangued on
sonnet-writing, and its different numbers. He tells me, he will come hither
again quickly, and is promised “an habitation in Emmanuel College”. He
went back to town next morning; but, as it began to be known that he was
in the University, several persons got into his company the last evening at
Trinity, where, about twelve, he began to be very great; stripped poor Mrs.
Macaulay to the very skin, then gave her for his toast, and drank her in
two bumpers. 

Sharp was a fellow of Corpus – known also as Bene’t College – and, at the time of
Johnson’s visit, held the offices of dean, catechist, preacher and bursar. Information
about him is sparse: the exact date of his birth is unrecorded and he left no published
work; he became minister at Trinity Church, Cambridge and was rector of St Mary
Abchurch & St Lawrence Pountney in London from 1770 to 1772. He seems to have
been both irascible and tactless, for there is an entry in the college chapter book for
10 December 1768 which reads:

Present the Master, the President, Dr Sharp, Mr. Temple, Mr. Cowper,
Mr. Nasmith, Mr. Tyson. Dr Sharp having highly affronted the Master, and
refused to ask pardon of him for the offence, it is the unanimous opinion
of the other Fellows present, that this Entry be made as a Testimony of
their Resentment of his Behaviour.2

Was Sharp’s ‘faux pas’ about Greene’s poem really ‘strange’, or was it a calculated
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double insult? Edward Burnaby Greene had been Sharp's pupil; ‘The Laureat’,
published just a month before Johnson’s visit, satirizes ‘the huge Colossus’ at length
in such lines as,

This hand with conscious joy a PENSION bore,
And grasp’d the idol, which it loath’d before.

Furthermore, the poem was ‘inscribed to the memory’ of Charles Churchill, who, in
1762, had written of Johnson’s failure to deliver his long-promised edition of
Shakespeare:

He for subscribers baits his hook,
And takes their cash – but where’s the Book?

The meeting in Sharp’s ‘aërial citadel’ must have generated enough hot air to heat
the ‘large potations of tea’ that were drunk: ‘The Rev John Sharp...was noticed for
an odd custom he had of holding his breath and puffing up his cheeks, as well in
company, as when walking in the streets.’3 And Boswell, describing Johnson as he
was in 1764, says:

Generally when he had concluded a period, in the course of a dispute, by
which time he was a good deal exhausted by violence and vociferation,
he used to blow out his breath like a Whale. This I suppose was a relief
to his lungs; and seemed in him to be a contemptuous mode of
expression, as if he had made the arguments of his opponent fly like chaff
before the wind.

Baptist Noel Turner (1739-1826) deemed Sharp’s account ‘ridiculous’ and its author
‘saucy’. He did not publish his own version of events – compiled with the help of
John Lettice – until 1818, when Johnson had been dead 34 years; it is pure
hagiography, long, discursive, full of inconsistencies and inaccuracies but enlivened
by the odd vivid detail.4 Turner first met Johnson in the early 1760s at No 1 Inner-
Temple Lane, where he’d gone to consult him about ‘a new translation of Plutarch’s
Lives’ which he and Lettice were about to attempt. He was shown into 

…a dark and dingy looking old wainscoted anti-room [sic], through which 
was the study...into which a little before noon came rolling, as if just
roused from his cabin, the truly uncouth figure of our literary Colossus, in
a strange black wig, too little for him by half.

It is not known how the Cambridge visit came to be arranged: Johnson took to the
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young Turner, with his ‘fine elocution’ and ‘spirited manner’; he ‘encouraged’ the
proposed translation and questioned him ‘about Cambridge, and whatever regarded
literature, and attended to [his] answers with great complacency’; his own edition of
Shakespeare was long overdue and Richard Farmer, a fellow of Turner’s college,
was a Shakespeare scholar; John Lettice, already ‘well acquainted’ with Johnson,
may have added his incitement; and Topham Beauclerk, the ‘young dog’ with whom
Johnson was always ready to take a ‘frisk’, conveniently had a kinsman at Trinity and
owned a carriage. All these factors may have played their part.

Responsibility for the formidable visitor fell to Turner and Lettice; this involved
performing introductions, providing some entertainment and shepherding him from
meeting to meeting. Turner writes:

On Monday morning I met [Johnson] at Sidney with the view of
conducting him to [Farmer] at Emmanuel. As the Doctor was a stranger
at Cambridge, we took a circuitous rout [sic] to give him a cursory glimpse
of some of the colleges. We passed though Trinity, which he admired in
course, and then said to me, “And what is this next?”—“Trinity Hall.”—“I
like that college.”—“Why so, Doctor?”—“Because I like the science that
they study there.” Hence he walked, or rather, perhaps, rolled or
waddled...either by or through Clare Hall, King's College, Catherine Hall,
Queen’s [sic], Pembroke, and Peterhouse, to the place of our destination.

It emerges later in the article that the uncouth figure became a gazingstock the
moment he set foot in the street. Johnson had no time for small talk and those in
charge of the great bear never knew how he would behave in company. ‘He has
been aptly compared to a ghost,’ writes Turner, ‘as he would seldom speak first, but
would sit librating in his chair till a question was asked, upon which he would
promptly and fluently dilate’. Sometimes, however, he refused to open his mouth;
there was an occasion on this visit when he was ‘tired and would not take the trouble’
to the disappointment of ‘various persons, all anxious to see so remarkable a
character’. He made no concession to the fact that he had come in term time – his
own late-night stamina was legendary – and kept his hosts up till dawn. Turner
fretted about being ‘seen and known in the streets at so improper an hour’ as he
returned to his college, but ‘[t]he morning was so far advanced that the porter had
set the gate open and retired to rest’. 

Soon after Johnson’s visit Turner resigned his fellowship to marry; from 1769 to
1778 he was headmaster of Oakham School, Rutland, where he himself had been
educated; in 1769 he also became rector of Denton in Lincolnshire and in 1771
rector of Wing in Rutland. His published works are rare and little read today. His
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article about Johnson’s visit reveals him as a bumbling, rather obsequious old man
of whom it is hard to believe that he once had such a ‘turn for mimickry’ that he
could have made a career on the stage ‘had fate so ordained it’. Turner kept in touch
with Johnson for the rest of his life, but remained so much in awe of him that he
never managed to step back and take a detached view of him.

John Lettice (1737-1832), Turner’s school-fellow and life-long friend, was, in 1765,
‘an energetic and promising twenty-seven-year-old with literary aspirations’.5 Turner
recalls his having ‘the honour to be the only gownsman sent for by the great man to
spend the first evening with him’. In 1764 he had won the Seatonian prize with his
poem, ‘The Conversion of St Paul’; and the following year his satirical pamphlet The
Council in the Moon was published anonymously. The authorship of this work was
not known until James Basker came across a letter from Lettice to James Plumtre,
dated 26 November 1819, in which he writes, ‘It was a “Jeu d’Esprit” I wrote at
Cambridge about the year 1763 on the Marriage of Fellows of Colleges and in
Favour of that Proposition, and it was meant to treat with Ridicule the Sentiments
of three or four of our old Heads of Houses…’6

On Sunday, 17 February Lettice hosted a party for Johnson at Sidney, but his
account of it tells us little.

Our distinguished visitor shone gloriously in his style of dissertation on a
great variety of subjects. I recollect his condescending to as earnest a
care of the animal as of the intellectual man, and after doing all justice to
my college bill of fare, and without neglecting the glass after dinner, he
drank sixteen dishes of tea. I was idly curious enough to count them...

The young Lettice, ‘passionately fond of travelling’ and fluent in many European
languages, ‘quitted the retirement of College’ in 1768 to become ‘Chaplain and
Secretary to the British Embassy at Copenhagen’. There he ‘executed his office
with much judgment and discretion’ during the turbulent events that led Christian VII
of Denmark to divorce Caroline Matilda (George III’s sister) in 1772. Lettice was
appointed tutor to William Beckford, author of the Gothic novel Vathek and builder
of Fonthill Abbey, after the death of the latter’s father; he became a friend and
influential figure in Beckford’s life and, in the late 1790s, tutor to his daughters. The
two men travelled widely together in Europe and made a tour round England, Lettice
guiding, protecting, and fostering the talents of his headstrong charge.

In 1785 his old college presented him with the tiny living of Peasmarsh in Sussex
where he became a conscientious parish priest. He married twice, fathering a
daughter by each wife. Throughout his life Lettice was ‘actively and usefully
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employed, and mixed in society with most of the literary characters of the latter part
of the [18th] century’. He ‘strengthened a naturally robust constitution by cold
bathing, and an invariably regular quantity of daily exercise’ and, thanks to ‘a strictly
abstemious mode of life...regular habits, and a mild and benevolent disposition’, this
‘last of the Johnsonians’ lived to the age of 95.7

Richard Watson (1737-1816) had been elected professor of chemistry in 1764, and,
as both Johnson and Beauclerk were ‘exceeding fond’ of the subject and keen
amateur practitioners, it was natural they should visit his laboratory. Neither Turner,
nor Watson in his posthumously published Anecdotes, mentions this meeting, which
is recorded by Isaac Reed in a diary entry of 1786:

Dr. Watson mentioned Dr. Johnson’s Visit to Cambridge and his
behaviour to himself. On his coming to the Laboratory of the Chymistry
Professor, Dr. Watson asked him if he should show some experimts. of
curiosity as for Ladies, or such as were more calculated for Philosophers. 
A rough answer ensued and a process was exhibited with which the Dr.
expressed himself both satisfied and surprized and wondered he had not
been able to do it himself. In the Evening Dr. Farmer, whose Guest he
was, had invited Dr. Watson, Dr. Lort and some others to spend the
Evening with him. Dr. Johnson after supper took up a candle and left the
company for two hours to themselves and went into the Library. On his
return, the Company were about to Depart. Dr. Watson observed,
however, that he uttered one sentence for which he excused all his
rudeness as it was strong and forcible and deserved to be remembered
as well as his other Bon Mots. Speaking of the Addiction of Country
Squires to Rural Sports and Diversions in preference to other pursuits, he
said, “Sir, I have found out the reason of it and the reason is that they feel
the vacuity which is within them less when they are in motion than when
they are at rest.” 8

It is not known what experiments Watson performed, but an entry dated 27 October
[1767] in the University’s Grace Book Kappa suggests that health and safety
measures were nonexistent and that he and his visitors could have vanished in a
puff of smoke – note too that one of Johnson’s definitions of chymist is a philosopher
by fire. 

Since in the house assigned to the professor of chemistry, the furnace
has been found utterly incapable of carrying away smoke and fumes; and
since from its bad construction there is daily danger of the whole
laboratory being burned; may it please you that remedies be applied to
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these inconveniences at the expense of the University, in accordance with
what seems proper to the Vice Chancellor.9

Although the chair to which Watson was elected carried neither stipend nor
obligation to lecture, it still seems astonishing that he can write: ‘At the time this
honour was conferred upon me, I knew nothing at all of Chemistry, had never read
a syllable on the subject; nor seen a single experiment in it’. He at once ‘sent to
Paris for an operator’, buried himself in his laboratory and, 14 months later, ‘read a
course of chemical lectures to a very full audience, consisting of persons of all ages
and degrees in the University’. Watson, who had no private fortune, considered his
work merited reward and in 1766 applied for, and obtained, an annual stipend of
£100. His influential Chemical Essays, were published in five volumes between 1781
and 1787; those that Johnson read he ‘liked very well’.

In 1771 the chair of divinity, which, Watson confessed, ‘had long been the secret
object of my ambition’, unexpectedly fell vacant. He sprang into action. Lacking the
necessary doctorate of divinity – he was never proficient in Latin or Greek – he set
about obtaining one by royal mandate, and, after much manœuvering, secured ‘the
first office for honour in the university’, which also carried an annual stipend of £300.
Between 1754 and 1782 Watson’s star had risen steadily: academically he achieved
his aims; he was a fellow of the Royal Society; his sermons and writings were read
and discussed; and he had influential friends. He must have imagined high
ecclesiastical office awaited him.

He was offered the see of Llandaff in 1782. Low in the episcopal hierarchy, this was
generally seen as a short-stay appointment leading to preferment; but despite his
best efforts, there he remained as non-resident bishop until his death 34 years later.
Watson had married in 1773; and in 1786, thanks to a legacy from a friend, he
gained financial independence and was able to buy an estate on Lake Windermere,
where he built a house, Calgarth Park. De Quincey ironically describes him as ‘the
leading person about the Lakes’. In his own words he passed his time ‘building farm-
houses, blasting rocks, enclosing wastes...making bad land good...[and] planting
larches’, while remaining an active participant in the House of Lords until around
1807.10 

When Johnson and the 27 year old Watson had their ‘rough’ exchange in their
strong regional accents, two outsiders may instinctively have recognised one
another: each had had to advance himself – Johnson by force of intellect, Watson
by application and the use of influential contacts – in milieux where most people
were eased along by wealth and social standing.
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Richard Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, by James Sayers, published 1787
(BM1868, 0808.5628)
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Topham Beauclerk’s kinsman, George Leycester (c.1736-1809), was, according to
Johnson, ‘a man of good character’. He came from a Cheshire family and, apart
from a few educational facts, almost nothing is known of him; he died unmarried at
the age of 76. However, he hosted an evening for Johnson and Beauclerk in his
rooms in Trinity, and comes to life for a moment when Turner gives him one line of
dialogue: he was showing them Trinity library where Johnson took down a copy of
Daniel Georg Morhof's Polyhistor Literarius Philosophicus et Practicus.

On opening this he exclaimed,—“Here is the book upon which all my
fame was originally founded: when I had read this book I could teach my
tutors!”—“And now that you have acquired such fame, Doctor,” said Mr.
Leicester [sic], “you must feel exquisite delight in your own mind.” 
Johnson. “Why noa, sir, noa. I have no such feeling on that account as
you have attributed to me, sir.” 

Michael Lort (1724/5-1790) was a fellow of Trinity and, in 1765, Regius Professor
of Greek. Turner confirms his presence at the gatherings on the Sunday and
Monday nights, but does not record his making any contribution to the conversation.
His only published work up to that date is a Sermon preached before the University
of Cambridge on the twenty-second day of June, 1760. Johnson’s visit to Cambridge
may not have been the occasion of their becoming acquainted, for:

Dr. Lort was well known to the Literati of this and other countries, as a
man of learning, and a collector of curious and valuable books...and,
though he had written but little himself, he had been of great assistance
to some of the most approved writers of his time... 

Among his numerous clerical and lay appointments was that of librarian at Lambeth
Palace. He resigned his college fellowship in 1781, married in 1783, and died from
injuries sustained in a carriage accident.11

William Bennet (1745/6-1820), an undergraduate at Emmanuel at the time of
Johnson’s visit, many years later gave the aged Turner this detail: 

“I perfectly well remember Johnson’s journey in 1765; I was in the organ
gallery when you all went to look at Emmanuel Chapel. I scudded away
in a fright the moment my curiosity (which for the time overcame my
shyness) had subsided...” 12

For many years Bennet was chief tutor at his college; he went on to become Bishop
of Cork and Ross, then of Cloyne.
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Six days after Johnson’s departure from Cambridge, Richard Farmer (1735-1797)
wrote to their mutual friend Thomas Percy:

Since I last heard from you, I have had the unexpected pleasure of Mr

JOHNSON’s Company at Cambridge—a Character the most
extraordinary, that it has ever been my fortune to meet with.—I admire
him, and I pity him: You will not ask me a reason for the former—his
Compass of [k]nowledge, and his manner of expressing that knowledge
are really admirable. but he has pitiable infirmities both in body and mind. 
I can excuse his Dogmatisms and Prejudices; but he throws about rather
too much of what some Frenchman calls the Essence of BUT: in plain
English, he seems to have something to except in every man’s Character.
... He was in good spirits and seem’d pleased with us: the latter he
confirm'd, by promising another visit towards summer. I wish, you may
contrive to meet him; but it must be in No [MS torn] term, for his hours are
not very Acade[mic] and I have been obliged to work double tides ever
since. I had little opportunity to speak to him about Shakespeare: he
ask’d my assistance, and refused my Subscription. I told him, that my
time just now is too much employ’d—but I suspect I shall have enough
before his Publication.—I am to thank you for the favourable Opinion, he
seems to entertain of me.13

This sober and perceptive account gives a very different picture of both Johnson
and Farmer from that recorded by Turner, when he describes the ‘long-wished-for
interview of these two unknown friends’.

After the salutations, said Johnson—“Mr. Farmer, I understand you have
a large collection of very rare and curious books.” Farmer. “Why yes, sir,
to be sure I have plenty of all such reading as was never read.” Johnson. 
“Will you favour me with a specimen, sir?” Farmer, considering for a
moment, reached down “Markham's Booke of Armorie,” and turning to a
particular page,14 presented it to the Doctor, who, with rolling head,
attentively perused it. 

The passage Farmer had selected, with ‘almost incredible folly’, was about the
‘gentlemanly’ pedigree of Jesus. Turner watched ‘our sage’ assume an expression
of ‘both pleasantry and horror’; he then exclaimed,

“Now I am shocked, sir—Now I am shocked!”—which was only answered
by Farmer with his usual ha! ha! ha! for even blasphemy, where it is
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unintentional, may be so thoroughly ridiculous as merely to excite the
laugh of pity!

The only other exchange that Turner records occurred in Leycester’s rooms on the
last evening of Johnson’s visit. 

In the height of our convivial hilarity, our great man exclaimed—“Come,
now, I’ll give you a test: now I’ll try who is a true antiquary amongst you. 
Has any one of this company ever met with the history of Glorianus and
Gloriana?” [Friedrich Dedekind, Grobianus et Grobiana] Farmer, drawing
the pipe out of his mouth, followed by a cloud of smoke, instantly said
“I've got the book.”—“Gi’ me your hand,” said Johnson; “you are the man
after my own heart.” And the shaking of two such hands, with two such
happy faces attached to them, could hardly, I think, be matched in the
whole annals of literature! 

So, from Turner we learn that Farmer was a bibliophile, a heavy smoker, and had a
hearty laugh. Smoking Johnson abhorred, but his ‘rhinoceros laugh’ could carry
‘from Temple Bar to Fleet-ditch’; and in fact these two large, ‘clubbable’ men, the
gifted sons of tradesmen, had much in common besides a love of books: well
stocked minds, generosity, indifference to dress and appearance, an aversion to
early rising and retirement, the habit of muttering to themselves as they walked. And
time has proved each wrong in his assessment of Tristram Shandy. They held one
another in esteem. When Farmer’s An Essay on the Learning of Shakespeare came
out in 1767, Percy immediately wrote to tell him ‘what Mr Johnson says of it’:

I sent him his Copy yesterday and went to him to-day, to hear his
Opinion.—I never saw him so pleased with any literary production of
modern date, before in my life. He speaks of it with the most unreserved
applause, as a most excellent performance; as a compleat and finished
piece that leaves nothing to be desired in point of Argument: For That the
question is now forever decided.15

Farmer contributed substantially to the 1773 Johnson-Steevens edition of
Shakespeare, and his familiarity with black-letter literature – derived from his fine
collection of black-letter books – enabled him ‘to supplement the knowledge of some
of the most learned of his contemporaries’. Although his life was Cambridge centred
– he became master of Emmanuel, vice chancellor and university librarian, as well
as holding the curacy of Swavesey, a village just outside the city – from 1769 his
ecclesiastical appointments necessitated stays in London. He rose to become a
prebend of St Paul’s and is said to have turned down two offers of a bishopric on the
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ground that ‘One that enjoyed the theatre, and the Queen’s Head, in the evening,
would have made but an indifferent bishop’.

In 1777 Farmer began sitting to George Romney for a portrait which took seven
years to complete. On 23 December 1784, three days after attending Johnson’s
funeral in Westminster Abbey in bitter weather, he paid Romney with a cheque for
20 guineas.

Farmer’s biographer, Arthur Sherbo,16 believes the assertion that Farmer played a
part in securing Johnson’s pension remains unproven; he was, however, co-opted
onto the committee overseeing the erection of his monument in St Paul’s. Farmer,
the quintessential college man, never married; he was said to have been interested
in a Miss Hatton of Madingley, but the details of this relationship are vague and
nothing came of it. His health began to decline in the early 1790s; he smoked
heavily, took little exercise and was gradually, in Sherbo's words, ‘eating and drinking
himself to death’. He is buried in Emmanuel College.
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Richard Farmer by John Jones after George Romney, published 1785
(BM1871,1209.273)

Trustees of the British Museumc
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The last word on Johnson’s visit shall go to Turner:

Such was...the very transient visit of this great man, to an University
supereminently famous in itself for the production of great men. It was a
visit...of which he spoke afterwards in town...with very pleasing
recollections. 

1Despite Turner’s identifying Sharp as ‘of Bene’t’, for many years, and for reasons not
altogether clear, scholars decided Johnson met John Sharp of Trinity (1723-92), but he was no longer a
fellow in 1765.
2 Quoted by kind permission of the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
3 John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, VIII, p. 563.
4 The New Monthly Magazine, X, 59, 1 December 1818 and John Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary
History of the Eighteenth Century, VI.
5 James Basker, ‘Dictionary Johnson amidst the Dons of Sidney’ in Beales & Nisbet, eds., Sidney Sussex
College: Historical Essays, 1996.
6 Cambridge University Library Manuscripts collection Add.5866.
7 See John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes, III, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography and Gentleman’s
Magazine, 1832, II, pp. 478-79.
8 Claude E. Jones, ed. Isaac Reed Diaries 1762-1804, Berkeley & LA, University of California Press,
1946, pp. 148-49.
9 Translation of Latin text by J. J. Hall. I can find no evidence to support the assertions in the ODNB and
in T. J. Brain’s 1982 University of Wales PhD thesis, Some Aspects of the Life and Work of Richard
Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, that in 1767 an unsuccessful experiment led to an explosion that did much
damage to Watson’s house.
10 See Anecdotes of the Life of Richard Watson, Bishop of Landaff [sic]; written by himself at different
intervals, and revised in 1814, London, 1817 and Thomas De Quincey, Recollections of the Lakes and
the Lake Poets, ed. David Wright, Harmondsworth, 1970, pp. 83-90.
11 See ODNB and John Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century,
VII.
12 Nichols, Illustrations of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century, VI, p. 165.
13 The Correspondence of Thomas Percy and Richard Farmer, ed. Cleanth Brooks, Louisiana State UP,
1946, pp. 84-85.
14 Gervase Markham, The Gentlemans Academie. Or, the booke of S. Albans, 1595, III, p. 41
15 Brooks, op. cit., pp. 120-21.
16 Arthur Sherbo, Richard Farmer, Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, a Forgotten Shakespearean,
Newark, University of Delaware Press, London & Toronto, Associated University Presses, 1992.

Julia Allen first came across Samuel Johnson through A Shorter Boswell, an A-level
set text, and has been thinking about him ever since. Two years teaching grammar
in a grammar school, six years cataloguing Cambridge libraries, and a stint as a
lexicographer on Longman’s English Larousse increased her admiration of him. She
has published ‘Hateful practices’ and ‘horrid operations’: Johnson’s views on
vivisection in the 1993 issue of Transactions, and Samuel Johnson’s Menagerie
(Erskine Press), 2002. She curated Cambridge University Library's exhibition with
Brian Jenkins, the retired Head of Special Collections, in 2009.
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Graham Nicholls

Dame Beryl Bainbridge – she was made a Dame of the Order of the British Empire
in 2000, somewhat, one feels, to her own surprise – died on 2 July 2010. She was
President of the Society in 1999.

Beryl Bainbridge was born in Liverpool in 1934. Many of her early novels draw on
her experiences with her family, her early professional life in the theatre, and her
experiences living in north London. Many of these novels remain her most popular
and successful works, including The Bottle Factory Outing (1974) and An Awfully Big
Adventure (1989), which was filmed in 1995 with a cast including Alan Rickman,
Rita Tushingham, and Hugh Grant. 

Following this novel, her writing career changed directions and her last four novels
had historical subjects. (An earlier historical novel – Young Adolf —based on the
highly dubious, though dramatically compelling idea that Hitler had visited his
Liverpudlian relations in 1912 was published in 1978.) Their subject matter included
the Crimean War (Master Georgie, 1998), the Titanic (Every Man for Himself, 1996)
and Scott’s last expedition (The Birthday Boys, one of her finest novels, published
in 1991). 

Beryl entered the life of the Society when she spoke at the Oxford Literary Festival
about what would be her next novel on the subject of Johnson and his relationship
to Hester Thrale. Many members of the Society were in the audience to hear her and
your reviewer was taken aside before her talk and asked to allay her fears that she
was about to be taken apart by a pack of academically aggrieved Johnsonians. Her
fears were put to rest, though she looked longingly at one of her fellow writers at the
Festival who had calmed his own anxieties by dining well. As might be expected
she won over her audience with her charm, her total lack of pretence, and her
obvious love for the subject, and shortly afterwards she was approached in the
traditional manner by the Chairman who sounded her out as a President for the

Dame Beryl Bainbridge
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following year.

She attended the Birthday celebrations and as her Presidential Address read part
of her forthcoming Johnson novel, According to Queeney, as ‘work in progress’.
(Some of her audience seemed bemused that a novelist should read us a novel.)
She continued to charm all who met her, with her Scouse sense of humour and fun,
regaling her hearers with the more curious and grotesque aspects of a research
visit to Paris for the novel (Dame Beryl seemed to be a magnet for such incidents),
showing a genuine interest in the people she met, and throwing out unexpected
opinions from time to time. (When told that there was still a certain amount of
suspicion of female clergy in some local parishes she observed that she shared
their suspicions.) 

She was the author of eighteen novels, as well as short stories, plays, and several
books of articles. Her work rate slowed down in her last years, caused, she tended
to believe, by her attempts to cut down on her beloved cigarettes. She was working
on another historical novel, set at the time of Robert Kennedy’s assassination, at the
time of her death. The Girl in the Polka Dot Dress is to be published in the next
twelve months.

She was buried in Highgate Cemetery. Beryl Bainbridge is survived by a son and two

daughters.

Dame Beryl Bainbridge
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Marty Smith

The 2010 AGM of the ALS was hosted this year by the Gaskell Society and held over
the weekend of 15-16 May in Knutsford. It was attended by Mary Baker and me
from the Johnson Society. Once again, it was a wonderful feast of talk about books
and writers with enthusiasts from the many societies which make up the ALS. 

Knutsford, of course, is Elizabeth Gaskell’s Cranford, where the young Gaskell came
to live with her aunt after the death of her mother. Throughout her life, she
maintained affectionate ties with the town, collecting ‘Cranfordisms’, and anecdotes
later incorporated into the Cranford stories. A surprising number of these can be
verified, including the cow that wore the flannel suit! We were taken on a tour of the
town by the local historian, Joan Leach, which included a visit to the garden of the
house where Gaskell grew up. On Sunday morning, we visited Plymouth Grove in
Manchester, where Gaskell lived after her marriage to the Rev. William Gaskell, a
Unitarian minister. The many distinguished visitors to the house included Charles
Dickens, William Thackeray, Harriet Beecher Stowe and Charlotte Brontë. Brontë
was a close friend of Gaskell, who wrote her first biography, and launched the Brontë
legend as we know it. The Gaskells’ daughters were taught piano by one Mr Hallé.

The house was acquired for restoration in 2004, after many years of use (and
misuse) by foreign students at Manchester University. Total restoration costs are
about £2 million, and at our visit, the house was still entirely encased in shuttering
and scaffolding while building work continued. Fortunately, a comprehensive set of
photographs was taken of the interior of the house in 1897, which will guide the
eventual furnishing, though sadly, the originals have been lost. 

In his welcome to the AGM, Alan Shelston, President of the Gaskell Society,
stressed the importance of literary societies in ‘carrying the torch’ for literature at a
time when it is perhaps being somewhat neglected at schools and universities.
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Certainly, the ALS seems to be taking on a broader role in representing its 119
member societies. The ALS chairman, Linda Curry, has recently attended
conferences in Berlin and Budapest held by the newly formed ALG – a European
version of the ALS. 

Next year’s ALS AGM will be held in Lichfield, hosted by us, over the weekend of 21-
22 May. This is a wonderful opportunity for us to promote Johnson and the City of
Lichfield, as well as to provide a congenial setting for another feast of talk about
books and writers. Plans are now underway, and we hope to include an exciting
programme of talks, walks and tours, and the traditional Saturday evening dinner,
which we hope will be enjoyed equally by visitors and members of the Johnson
Society. 

Jenny Uglow, author of The Lunar Men and also a biographer of Elizabeth Gaskell, has
agreed to become the new President of the ALS. She will be attending the AGM in

Lichfield next year, and I am sure we all look forward to welcoming her in her new role. 
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Past Presidents
Our full list of Past Presidents from 1910 can now be found on our website, www.johnsonsociety.org.uk.
Where no title follows the name it can be assumed that the Presidential Address was of a general
Johnsonian nature.

1971 The Countess of Huntingdon (Margaret Lane), M.A., F.R.S.L. 
Dr Johnson and his Relations with Women

1972 J D Fleeman, M.A., D.Phil., Johnsonian Bibliography 
1973 H J Callender, M.B.E., F.C.A., Johnson and his Lichfield 
1974 Professor FA Pottle, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., D.Litt., 

The Adequacy as Biography of Boswell's ‘Life of Johnson’ 
1975 Frank Muir, M.B.E., Samuel Johnson and the Search for the Wild Guffaw 
1976 John Wain, M.A., This is Your Scholar! Your Philosopher! 
1977 Professor D. W. Jefferson, M.A., Johnson the Essayist 
1978 The Very Revd. Edward Carpenter, M.A., B.D., Ph.D., 

Samuel Johnson: A Perennial Interest - Random Reflections 
1979 Christopher Hibbert, M.C., M.A., F.R.S.L., Whole Nests of People in His House
1980 Herman W. Liebert, Samuel Johnson and the Pendulum of Taste 
1981 Robert Robinson, M.A., Johnson and the Particular Ear
1982 Pat Rogers, Johnson and the Diction of Common life 
1983 Sir William Rees-Mogg 
1984 Malcolm Muggeridge, Dr Johnson Looks Heavenwards 
1985 Donald Greene, Towards the Tercentenary 
1986 Professor lan Jack, The Mobility of Samuel Johnson 
1987 Sir Christopher Booth, Taxation No Tyranny 
1988 The Rt. Revd Richard Harries, Johnson - A Church of England Saint 
1989 Richard Ingrams, Old Dread Devil 
1990 Rt. Hon. J Enoch Powell, M.B.E., Rasselas 
1991 His Honour Judge Sir Stephen Tumim,

The Bicentenary of the Publication of James Boswell's Life of Samuel Johnson 
1992 Eric Anderson, D.Litt., F.R.S.E., 

Robert Anderson: Johnson's Other Scottish Biographer 
1993 Dr Conor Cruise O'Brien, Samuel Johnson and Edmund Burke 
1994 Professor Bruce Redford, JohnsonVentriloquens 
1995 Judge David Edward, C.M.G., QC, Johnson, Boswell and the Conflict of Loyalties 
1996 Professor lan Campbell, Boswell's Life of Johnson 
1997 Dr Graham Nicholls, Ph.D., F.R.S.A., Four Quotations of Samuel Johnson 
1998 Libby Purves, Dreams of A Poet 
1999 Dame Beryl Bainbridge, Dr. Johnson 
2000 The Right Honourable Lord Bingham of Cornhill, Clubs and Clubbability 
2001 Frank Delaney, The Presence of Dr. Johnson 
2002 Adam Sisman, Dr. Johnson's Second Wife 
2003 John Sergeant, Dr. Johnson the journalist: did he tell the truth? 
2004 The Rt. Hon. Lord Butler of Brockwell, KG, GCB, CVO, Dr Johnson and University 

College, Oxford 
2005 Professor David Crystal, Johnson's Dictionary 250 Years on
2006 Nigel Rees, The Quotability of Johnson 
2007 Professor Lynda Mugglestone, Samuel Johnson the Undergraduate
2008 John Byrne, Intersections & Coincidences: Collecting & Connecting with 

Samuel Johnson
2009 Rt. Rev Jonathan Gledhill, Bishop of Lichfield, The Faith of Samuel Johnson
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Papers and Transactions

Our full list of papers and transactions from 1947 can now be found on our website. From the
founding of the Society in 1910 each of the Presidential Addresses has been printed in
Transactions.

1970 Michael Sadler: Dr Johnson in Derbyshire 
1971 Graham Winteringham: The Birthplace and its Restoration 
1972 His Honour Judge Perrett: Gilbert Walmsley 
1973 Mary Hyde: Johnson and Reynold's Tour of Devon Retraced 

Ronald P Doig: Reactions to the ‘Journey to the Western Islands’ 
1974 Eugene Thomas: Dr Johnson and his Amanuenses 

J W Whiston: Some Letters and Accounts of Michael Johnson 
Phinizy Spalding: Oglethorpe and Johnson: A Cordial Connection 

1975 Graham Nicholls: The Race with Death: Samuel Johnson and a Sense of Ending 
Angus Cameron: Samuel Johnson's Spectacles: An Opthalmological lnvestigation 

1976 Bertram H Davis: A Matter for Dispute: Thomas Percy and Samuel Johnson 
Howard Erskine-Hill: Johnson and the Petty Particular 

1977 Robin Simon: Hester Lynch Piozzi's ‘Memories of Hogarth’ 
1978 Andrew Paine: S. Michael's: The Johnson Family Church 
1979 Rosaline Miles: Little Davy, Garrick, Johnson and Shakespeare 

Philip Mahone Griffith: Topographical Imagery of Johnson's ‘Rasselas’ 
Neil Tomkinson: Johnson's Lax Talk (short article) 
Robert White: The Bi-Centenary in 1984 (note) 
Robert Cordon Champ: Johnson in 1780 (short article) 
John D Austin: Johnson's Copy of Vossius's ‘Etymologicon’ (note) 

1980 Francis Doherty: Samuel Johnson in His Poetry 
Mary Katherine Woodworth: New Light on Mary Knowles and Dr Brocklesby 
Mary E Knapp: A Poem to Johnson's Molly Aston (note) 
Graham Nicholls: A Portrait of Gilbert Walmsley; A New Acquisition for the Birthplace
Museum (note) 
Robert Cordon Champ: Johnson in 1781: The Downhill Slope (short article) 

1981 B S Benedikz: Faith and Care: A View of Two Distinguished Lichfield Citizens 
Herman W Liebert; Samuel Johnson, Bookseller at Uttoxeter Market (short article) 
Bertram H Davis: The Anonymous Letter Proposing Johnson's Pension (note) 
John D Austin: George Whale (1846-1925): A Forgotten Johnsonian (short article) 
Robert Cordon Champ: Johnson in 1782: The Turbulent Mind 

1982 Peter James: John Alcock (1715-1806), Cathedral Organist,Novelist and Reformer 
Francis Doherty: Solitude and Johnson 
John A Vance: The Samuel Johnson - Joseph Warton Friendship 
Jack Harris: Johnson at Hagley 1774 (short article) 
Graham Nicholls: A Presentation Copy of the First Edition of Johnson's ‘Dictionary?’
(note) 
Robert Cordon Champ: Johnson in 1783: The White Cat and The Black Dog 

1983 Robert Winnett: An Irishman at Streatham: Sir Richard Musgrave, Bt. 
Francis Doherty: On the Death of Robert Levet: Elegand Challenge 
Neil Tomkinson: The Revd William Baker (note) 
Robert Cordon Champ: Johnson in 1784: Without Life 
Robert Cooperman: Samuel Johnson Does Penance in the Rain (poem) 
Edgar Secord: Reflections upon Dr Johnson's Criticism of Milton (short article) 
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Mary Salloway: Silver from the Age of Johnson 
1984 Graham Nicholls: This is Taking Prodigious Pains about a Man (review of Bi-

Centenary events) 
Eithne Henson: Samuel Johnson and the Romance of Chivalry 
lan Maclntyre: The Lichfield Festival Sermon 
Graham Nicholls: The Uttoxeter Penance Again: Its Problems and Significance 
Two Exhibitions (The Arts Council and Bicentenary Committee exhibitions) 

1985 Ken Edward Smith: By Strong Agitation: Johnson, Warburton and the Meaning of 
Shakespeare's Texts 
Pat Rogers: Michael Johnson: Another Lichfield document (note) 
O M Brack: Johnson in Defence of Eating Otter (note) 
Pat Rogers: Johnson at the Draughts Board 

1986 Douglas Johnson: The Last Days of Frank Barber 
Christine Salmon: The Employment of Liberty: Women and the Choice of Life in
‘Rasselas’ 
H Jack Haden: Anna Seward and a Sonnet 
Neil Tomkinson: Johnson a Saint? (a letter) 
Edward Lovibond: The Mulberry Tree (reprint) 

1987 O M Brack: Richard Cockle Lucas's Statue of Samuel Johnson: The 150th 
Anniversary 
Graham Nicholls; Three New Receipts of Michael Johnson 
Gregory Clingham; A Minor Source of Johnson's Life of Pope 
Neil Tomkinson: Two Love Letters of Cornelius Ford 
Jacob Tonson to Edward Cave, 11 April 1745 (reprint) 

1988 Douglas Johnson: New Light on Tom Browne? 
Dorothy Eagle: Tetty's Gravestone 
Graham Nicholls: George Birkbeck Hill, The Times, and the Centenary 1884 
Donald Greene: Johnson's ‘Saintdom’: A Reply (letter) 

1989 Richard Harries: Cathedral Sermon 
Graham Nicholls: A New Look at the Birthplace 

1990 Philip Smallwood: Johnson's Critical Humanism 
J D Fleeman: Johnson and Boswell in Scotland 
J Enoch Powell: Cathedral Address 
J D Fleeman: Uttoxeter Commemorative Address 
Neil Tomkinson: Johnson's Saintdom 
Graham Nicholls: A Newly Discovered Johnson Letter;
'The Mantle of Johnson Descends on Gisbourne': 
Samuel Johnson and Some Controversies of the 1820s 

1991 David Wormersley: Johnson and the Past Tense 
1992 John Whale: A Sermon on the Morning after the Johnson Supper 

Graham Nicholls: English Literature in the time of Johnson 
Donald Greene: Johnson's ‘Saintdom’ 
T J Murray: The Medical History of Doctor Samuel Johnson 

1993 Leslie Chilton: Samuel Johnson and the Adventures of Telemachus 
Daisuke Nagashima: Johnson in Japan 
Julia AlIen: ‘Hateful Practices’ and ‘Horrid Operations': Johnson's Views on Vivisection 

1994 Donald Greene: Catholicism in Johnson's Lobo 
William Rees-Mogg: He Gave Us Johnson 
Graham Nicholls: Thomas Harwood's Copy of Boswell's ‘Life of Johnson’, An 
Account of the Life of Dr Samuel Johnson Written by Himself’ and a Local Rumour about
Nathaniel Johnson 
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1995 Anne McDermott: The Making of Johnson's Dictionary on CD-ROM 
lan Campbell: Boswell's Johnson: Johnson's Boswell 
Rosemary Harthill: Faith, Fact and Fiction - Dr Johnson 

1996 Brian Todd: A Man Led by a Bear: Dr Johnson's relationship with Boswell's wife, 
Margaret Montgomerie 
Howard Clayton: A Johnsonian Eccentric: the story behind Lichfield's statue of Johnson 
Percy M Young: ‘.....that clever dog Burney’ 
Anthony Wilson: ‘.......a wretch that supports with insolence and is paid with flattery’

1997 James T Boulton: The Wisdom of Samuel Johnson. 
Graham Nicholls: ‘Better Acquainted with My Heart’: Johnson's Friendship with 
John Taylor 

1998 The Very Revd Robert Jeffrey: Cathedral Sermon 
Graham Nicholls: Johnson on the Road 

1999 Patrick Hanks: Samuel Johnson and Modem Lexicography 
2000 Martin Bell: An Independent View of Samuel Johnson 

David Daniell and David Crystal: The Bible and the Dictionary 
2001 Graham Nicholls: Johnson Reads for the Dictionary 

Denis Gibbs: Sir John Floyer; Dr. Johnson and the Stanhope Family: 
Some personal and professional links 

2002 lan Mclntyre: Johnson and Garrick 
Alan Barnes: Dr Johnson in Ashbourne 
Kenneth Bowe: A Famous Argument and a Family House Restored 

2003 Vanessa Collingridge: Captain Cook 
Denis Gibbs: Two Views of Lichfield Depicted in Fore-edge Paintings 
Philip Spinks: Why a Hatred for Sir John Pringle? 
Martha Ross Smith: The Whitehalls of Pipe Ridware 

2004 Frances Wilson: The Memoirs of Harriette Wilson: The Impossibility of Biography 
Stefka Ritchie: ‘In Awe of Nature': Samuel Johnson and Joseph Wright of Derby 
Mary Hyde: Johnson and Reynolds’ Tour of Devon Re-traced 

2005 Professor James T. Boulton: James ‘Corsica’ Boswell, Spin-doctor and Moralist 
John Dudley: An Englishman, an Irishman, an American and John Locke's Empiricism 
Sean Day-Lewis: The Whispering Roots: A Life of Day-Lewis 

2006 Norma Clarke: Parallel Lives: Mrs Pilkington in Dr Johnson’s London
Annette French: Mr Greene’s Museum of Curiosities
Lars Sonesson: Who was Johnson’s Mysterious Swede
Anne Wilson: Visit to Soho House

2007 Lynda Mugglestone: From ‘Blore to Blog’
Adrian Durber: Birthday Anniversary Sermon
Peter Walker: Tercentenary Sculpture Project
Gerald Goldberg: Sonnet from Australia
Peter Atkinson: ‘The Virtue of Friendship’
‘Out of the Shadows’: play review

2008 John Byrne: Intersections and Coincidences : Collecting and Connecting with Samuel
Johnson from the far end of the earth
John Ward: John Arbuthnot (1667 - 1735): The Most Universal Genius
Marion Roberts: Anna Seward - A Woman of Abilities and Renown
Stephanie Pickford: Dr Johnson and Tea

2009 Rt. Rev Jonathan Gledhill: The Faith of Samuel Johnson
Rt. Rev Richard Chartres: Tercentenary Sermon
Johnson and Garrick in Birmingham: Graham Nicholls
Alderman Gilbert’s Gift: Joanne Wilson

Papers and Transactions
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New Members 

The Chairman and Council of the Johnson Society welcome the following people
who have joined the Society:

Mr & Mrs G. Bellmore Lichfield
Mr J. Boaler Calne
Mr J. Garrod Ashford
Mr H. G. Gladfelder Manchester
Mr P. Hanks Stone
Mr & Mrs A. C. E. Hooper Lichfield
Mr & Mrs B. Hurley Lichfield
Prof. H. Burkhardt & Mrs J. Downton Lichfield
Mr F. Jolliffe Southport
Mr & Mrs J. Phillips Lichfield
Mr J. F. Popp Lichfield
Mr S. A. Tait Lichfield
Mr K. Wiens Washington, USA
Mr & Mrs M. J. Wilson Lichfield
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Membership of the Johnson Society

Membership is open to all those interested in the works of Samuel Johnson, his life, and the
life and works of the 18th century. 

The aims of the Society are: 

- to encourage the study of the life, works and times of Samuel Johnson 
- to preserve the memorials, associations, manuscripts, and letters of Johnson and his

contemporaries 
- to co-operate with Lichfield District Council and Lichfield City Council in:

(a) the commemoration of Johnson's birthday in September each year 
(b) the study of local history, with particular reference to the 18th century 
(c) the preservation of the Johnson Birthplace Museum. 

The benefits of personal membership include:

- a copy of the annual Transactions of the Society (one copy only per joint members) 
- participation in the Birthday Celebrations each September, including the right to apply

for tickets for the Annual Supper in Guildhall, Lichfield 
- attending other activities of the Society including lectures, meetings and outings. 

Libraries and institutions: annual charge for Transactions - £15 (plus postage of 50p UK,
£2.50 overseas)
Individual Annual Membership - £10 Joint (eg. husband and wife) - £15
Individual Life Membership - £100 Joint Life - £150
Overseas Individual Annual - $30 Overseas Joint Annual - $45
Overseas Individual Life - $300 Overseas Joint Life - $450

Intending members should write to the Treasurer, Johnson Birthplace Museum, Breadmarket
Street, Lichfield, Staffs. WS13 6LG enclosing the appropriate cheque made payable to the
Johnson Society. 

Requests for back numbers of the TRANSACTIONS and for any other information about the
Society should be addressed to the Secretary c/o Birthplace Museum. 
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THE

SAMUEL JOHNSON
BIRTHPLACE MUSEUM & BOOKSHOP

See...
• Five floors of displays featuring period room settings

• Dr Johnson’s famous English dictionary

• Personal items belonging to Dr Johnson, his family and friends

Experience...
• Dr Johnson’s well-known sayings

• Family trail with Dr Johnson’s favourite cat, Hodge

• Hands-on activities and dressing up fun for kids

• A calendar of regular special events for adults and children

Museum & Bookshop Opening Times
Open daily: (closed 25th - 26th December & 1st January)

1st April - 30th September - Daily 10.30am to 4.30pm

1st October - 31st March - Daily 11.00am - 3.30pm

Last admission 30 minutes before closing

Free Entry to Museum

and Second-Hand Bookshop
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